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Vulnerability assessments play a key role in determining appropriate mitigation strategies 

to counter credible cyber threats to a power system.  Yet an assessment of the vulnerability of the 

electric grid to a cyber attack is dependent on the resources and capabilities of an attacker.  

Through an application of conventional principles of warfare to a potential cyberwar on the 

power grid, a framework for credible attack scenarios can be conceived.  From such a 

framework, it is proposed that a severe threat of concern would involve a coordinated attack on 

specific power system cyber assets resulting in the malicious outage of multiple generators or 

lines throughout the power grid.  It is further concluded that a coordinated attack scenario would 

likely involve selection of targets from a simplistic analysis based on limited information.    

Since centrality measures only require system topology and branch impedance 

information to rank contingencies, they present the potential to aid attackers in targeting specific 

buses and lines that maximize the adverse reliability impact to the power grid. In order to 

establish the utility of centrality measures, a statistical comparison of contingency ranking 

schemes based on centrality measures with those of more conventional power flow based 

methods was performed. Such statistical tests indicate the strongest evidence in support of 

closeness and edge betweeness centrality as tools for N-1 contingency ranking schemes.  
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However, since a cyber attacker has the capability to cause multiple simultaneous contingencies, 

a novel approach to utilizing centrality measure for N-X contingency vulnerability assessments is 

developed and validated against a power flow based performance index.  Since centrality based 

vulnerability assessments can serve as physical attack signatures, power system security may be 

enhanced through the creation of early detection and mitigation applications capable of thwarting 

an unfolding coordinated cyber attack.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 Reliable access to electricity is vital in supporting public safety and modern economic activities.  

Given the exposure of the electric power grid to cyber threats, the U.S. Department of Energy began 

facilitating the creation of roadmaps to develop, deploy, and maintain energy delivery systems capable of 

maintaining critical functions during a cyber assault [1].  A key focus of the U.S. government’s efforts has 

been in assessing the risk of a coordinated cyber attack to the energy sector and generating proposals and 

policies aimed at minimizing the risk of a successful attack.  Specifically, development of scenario-based 

analysis tools and credible attack exercises have been proposed to test the response preparedness of the 

electric sector to a coordinated cyber attack [2].  

This thesis focuses on developing a topology based vulnerability assessment for power systems.  

Such a vulnerability assessment is needed to assess the threat of a coordinated cyber attack by an attacker 

that lacks complete information about the power system operating state.  Generally, existing research into 

attack scenario modeling of a coordinated cyber attack assumes an attacker can perform conventional 

power flow based security studies to select targets.  However, performing such vulnerability studies 

requires an attacker to acquire operational knowledge of a power system similar to authorized operators 

of the electric grid.  This work relates to performing contingency analysis studies of the electric grid, 

which are based on information more readily available to an attacker attempting to plan a coordinated 

attack.     

 

1.2  Overview of Electric Power Systems 

A power system consists of a network of bus and branch components necessary to produce 

electric energy and transmit it to consumers.  Facilities such as generators and capacitors that inject power 
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into a bus are referred to as energy sources.  The load at a bus refers to the power demanded by 

customers.  Branch components that permit the flow of power between buses are transmission lines, or 

transformers if power is required to be transmitted between two buses of different voltages.  Other bus 

and branch components may include shunt or series reactors/capacitors and power electronics that are 

installed to improve performance and reliability characteristics.  Figure 1.1 shows a simplified example of 

how power produced at a generation facility is transmitted to a customer.  In order to reduce power losses 

during the transmission and distribution of electric energy, transformers located in substations raise 

voltage to transmit power efficiently over longer distances, and reduce voltage closer to customers so 

electric energy can be consumed safely. 

 

Figure 1.1:  Overview of Electric Power Systems [3] 
  

The primary objective of power systems is to maintain a high level of continuity of service, and to 

minimize the extent and time of an outage resulting from intolerable conditions [4].  In order to support 

this reliability objective, systems are installed throughout the electric grid that monitor the state of the 

grid, and take protective and control actions if intolerable conditions are detected.  Additionally, there 
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exist control systems and operational procedures responsible for ensuring the power system is able to 

maintain reliability in the presence of component failures.  While reliability is an important objective, it is 

also vital that power systems be operated economically.  However, economic operation of power systems 

often conflicts with reliable operation of power systems.  Reliability is achieved by ensuring there is 

system redundancy and excess capacity to respond to an emergency.  Constructing redundant 

transmission facilities and maintaining excess generation on standby is expensive, so a balance between 

reliability and economic factors must be achieved. 

 The balance between reliable and economic operation of power systems is complicated by the 

fact that there are many interconnected utilities whose activities must be coordinated.  In the United States 

alone, there are 3,273 traditional electric utilities [5] that must coordinate actions through balancing 

authorities to ensure reliable and economic operation of the electric grid.  With few exceptions, energy is 

generated and transmitted as AC power.  In order for utilities to remain interconnected, they must all be 

synchronized to a standard frequency, set at either 50Hz or 60Hz depending on the reliability region a 

utility operates in.  In the United States, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) is 

responsible for ensuring the reliability of the North American bulk power system, and is divided into 

eight regional entities that enforce standards and reliability compliance.  While a non-governmental 

entity, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) had designated NERC the electric reliability 

organization for the United States, which effectively grants NERC legal authority to enforce energy 

standards in the U.S.   

 

1.3  Overview of Power System Security and Vulnerability 

Considering electric grids can consist of tens of thousands of branches and buses, it is not 

uncommon for components to fail from time to time.  In order to maintain reliable operations, security 

measures are taken to reduce the likelihood that isolated disturbances degenerate into major incidents 

leading to disconnection of loads.  Severe incidents include cases of frequency collapse that cause 

generators to disconnect from the grid, cascading thermal overloads that result in the disconnection of 
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multiple lines, voltage collapse scenarios deriving from a deficit of reactive power, and other transient 

instability issues [6].  Historically, when power engineers utilized the term ‘security’ they were referring 

to measures taken to assure system reliability in the presence of physical threats, such as severe weather 

events, equipment failures, or vandalism.  However, with the integration of intelligent electronic devices 

into the power system, power system security must also account for cyber threats to the electric grid.  Just 

as physical security incidents must be managed to prevent adverse reliability consequences, if an attacker 

compromises the monitoring, control, or protective cyber systems a severe incident can be maliciously 

inflicted on the physical electric grid [7].  In the proceeding subsections, physical and cyber 

vulnerabilities relevant to maintaining power system security will be reviewed to narrow the research 

focus of this thesis.     

 

1.3.1  Physical Security & Vulnerability 

 Traditional physical security refers to the process of estimating the ability of a power system to 

meet all connected demand in the presence of limited failures without violating a reliability constraint.   

Security analysis involves formulating a list of possible credible contingencies, screening and evaluating 

the effects of each listed contingency, and suggesting preventive or corrective actions.  Vulnerability 

analysis refers to evaluating possible sets of failures, and determining which can result in compromising 

the planned security of a power system to cause unreliable operation.  In general, vulnerability analysis is 

often considered an extended contingency screening process.  Due to the similar nature of the concepts 

with respect to cyber security, in this thesis the terms ‘security’ and ‘vulnerability’ will often be used 

interchangeably.  

For steady state vulnerability analysis metrics, reliability violations occur when bus voltages 

exceed tolerance limits (typically outside the range of 0.95 to 1.05 per unit) or power transfers across 

branches exceed the rated capacity of the branch [8].  Dynamic wide-area vulnerability assessments also 

incorporate frequency violations into security studies [9].  Reliability violations are most likely to be 

caused by a fault in a power system.  Faults are classified as either phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase, or 
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phase-open.  Phase-to-ground faults occur when one, two, or all three phases come into contact with the 

earth.  The causes of phase-to-ground faults are mostly weather related (i.e. a tree falls on a transmission 

line), although other insulation failures can also result in phase-to-ground faults.  Phase-to-phase faults 

occur when two phases come into contact with one another.  Common causes of phase-to-phase faults are 

severe winds forcing two conductors into contact, or instances involving birds and other animals coming 

into simultaneous contact with two phases.  Phase-open faults occur when there is either one phase in 

service and two phases out of service, or two phases in service and one phase out of service.  Phase-open 

faults are normally caused by circuit breaker or switch mechanical failures and misoperations.  When 

relays throughout the power system detect a fault, a protective action will be taken to isolate the affected 

equipment from service [10].  The act of removing equipment from service to clear a fault causes the 

power system to transition from a normal operating state with all equipment in service to an alert or 

emergency operating state. 

 For security purposes, utilities need to operate power systems in such a way that reliability 

constraints are maintained in the presence of periodic failures.  Operators often run a security constrained 

optimal power flow program to determine generator dispatch schedules so that reliability constraints are 

not violated if any one component is removed from service (termed an N-1 contingency analysis) [11].  In 

order to assess the impact of contingencies, tools also exist to take line flow and bus voltage information 

from an existing power system state, and report the possible future system changes resulting from various 

credible contingencies.  On a basic level, DC power flow based sensitivity studies allow for a linear 

approximation of active power flows resulting from a contingency [12-14].  AC power flow based 

performance indices also exist that rank contingencies according to branch overloads and bus voltage 

changes caused by outages [15].  While on-line analysis of more than a single contingency (called N-X 

contingency analysis) is often difficult due to the computation time needed to assess multiple contingency 

cases, research activities into this topic are ongoing [16].     

 To a lesser extent contingency analysis tools have also been developed to assess the risk to an 

electric grid of intentional failures.  While not common in the United States or other developed countries, 
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nations such as Colombia [17], Iraq [18], and the former Yugoslavia [19] have seen their electric grids 

targeted during hostilities.  In cases of terrorism, vulnerability analysis algorithms use the solution to a 

power flow in conjunction with economic information concerning equipment destruction costs and 

inability to serve load.  The risk of a power system due to loss of specific assets can then be established 

based on the total monetary loss a utility is expected to incur during the time needed to recover from the 

attack [20].  Alternatively, the severity of a terrorist attack on a power system can be assessed based on 

the amount of load not served following an incident [21].  In using a maximum network flow approach, a 

terrorist attack model has also been developed that envisions a coordinated attack scenario as a series of 

branch outages with the objective of disrupting the maximum power flow between energy sources and 

loads [22].  Contingency scenarios can also be understood through a min-max bilevel model, where both 

attacker and operator interacting actions can be simulated.  In the bilevel model, attackers are assumed to 

have the objective of maximizing load shed by selecting which branch outages to intentionally cause, and 

the system operator reacts to minimize the load shed by redispatching generators and selecting which 

loads to sacrifice [23].  Even though these terrorism risk assessment and attack models may approach the 

topic of vulnerability assessments separately, the algorithms are primarily designed for planning studies 

and are not suited for on-line use.     

 

1.3.2  Cyber Security & Vulnerability 

Cyber security vulnerability assessment measures tend to come in two forms: those that assess the 

vulnerability of cyber assets in the power system to being compromised, and those that assess the 

consequences to the physical power system resulting from compromised cyber assets.  However, since the 

electric grid is a cyber-physical system, the distinction between cyber vulnerabilities and the consequence 

to the physical system is often difficult to establish.  For example, the existence of vulnerabilities in a 

cyber asset such as a control, protection, or monitoring device or system does not necessitate a severe 

reliability impact to the physical power system if the asset is compromised.  However, if a cyber attacker 
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is able to utilize the vulnerability to cause an outage of physical power system components, it is possible 

for a power system to be thrust into an emergency state as a consequence of the cyber attack. 

Power system cyber asset vulnerabilities are commonly understood through conventional information 

security principles.  Successful cyber attacks will typically make use of some vulnerability in the 

communication protocol, routing, or authentication processes of a cyber asset to install malware, deny 

legitimate services, or directly intrude into an information system [24].  Successful cyber attacks can have 

a variety of consequences, but the most common are theft or corruption of information, unavailability of 

computing resources, and physical destruction of equipment [25].   

The cyber assets and applications in a power system are uniquely susceptible to a variety of cyber 

attacks.  By corrupting the information utilized by a state estimator, attackers have the potential to alter 

the state estimation solution to reflect a fictitious power system state while evading bad data detection 

routines [26].  Furthermore, if an attacker is able to inject false data into a state estimator they can alter 

the result of a security constrained optimal dispatch application, which can lead to generator redispatching 

that results in uneconomic operation of a system and/or an insecure operating state [27].  Research 

activities have been pursued in order to develop more robust bad data detection algorithms that can detect 

a state estimator false data injection attack [28].    

Also of interest is the vulnerability of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

systems to cyber attacks.  While SCADA systems tend to be isolated from public communication 

networks, features such as remote vendor and engineering access into substation networks for legitimate 

purposes have created an attack surface from which a skilled attacker can obtain unauthorized entry into a 

SCADA system [29].  Once inside SCADA network, an attacker has the potential to cause outages and 

operational changes resulting in an adverse reliability impact to the physical power system.  To address 

SCADA vulnerabilities, some research activities have investigated embedding security applications into 

firewall and password protocols to strengthen security at SCADA access points [30].  Additionally, 

activities at Idaho National Laboratory and other test beds have enabled security testing of SCADA 

systems to uncover and address vulnerabilities in a simulated environment [29-33].       
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1.4 Motivation for Research Work 

 In broadening traditional concepts of power system security to include cyber threats, there is a 

literature gap in understanding how a cyber attacker may target cyber systems to inflict a desired effect on 

the physical electric grid.  Conventional physical contingency analysis tools rely on some version of the 

power flow problem, which requires calculating the solution to the following set of equations for all buses 

in the power system: 

cos              1.1                        sin              1.2  

where  and  are the active and reactive power injection at bus , ∠  is the voltage and phase angle 

at bus  (or bus  depending on the subscript), and  is the element of the bus admittance matrix defining 

the admittance between buses  and  [34].  While personnel within a utility may have knowledge of 

specific bus injections and voltage magnitudes needed to solve the power flow problem, it is not practical 

to assume that a cyber attacker will have the same knowledge of a power system state as a system 

operator.  Additionally, physical security analysis is based on the assumption that failures occur in a 

probabilistic manner.  A cyber attacker is an intelligent agent capable of coordinating attacks that result in 

deliberate component failures, which increases the risk of low probability high impact contingency 

scenarios. 

 Even though security researchers have shed light on specific vulnerabilities of the cyber assets 

within an electric grid, it remains unclear how an attacker in possession of limited information could 

know how to exploit cyber vulnerabilities to achieve an intended reliability impact.  In order for a bad 

data injection attack on a state estimator to be successful, an attacker would need to perform on-line 

power flow studies.  Based on these studies, determinations concerning how state estimation data should 

be corrupted can be made.  Furthermore, bad data detection protocols would be able to identify false data 

injections if too significant an error existed between measurements and the estimated state [35].  

Therefore, a detailed mathematical understanding of a bad data detection application would also be 

necessary so that corrupted measurements wouldn’t result in too great an error between the estimated 
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state and measurement data.  The bad data state estimation attack, if successful, would only then have the 

potential to project a desired false power system state without alerting a bad data detector.  Yet the real-

time information and resources required to perform such an attack would render such vulnerability 

exploits difficult to accomplish.   

Similarly, compromising a SCADA system would first require an attacker to obtain confidential 

system design information for specific assets that would facilitate an attacker’s objective.  However, it 

would be impractical for an attacker to acquire the schematics needed at all substations, generation 

facilities, and control centers to determine which components in the power system should be targeted to 

cause a critical contingency.  Rather, it would be more practical for an attacker to first choose targets 

based on available information, perform in-depth reconnaissance activities on the selected targets, then 

proceed with a cyber attack on systems related to the targets of interest.  So while SCADA vulnerabilities 

may exist, a resource constrained attacker may find it impractical to determine how to exploit the 

vulnerabilities to cause a decisive critical contingency in the physical system. 

 Since the electric grid is already designed for reliability in the face of security challenges posed 

by severe weather events and other naturally occurring hazards, the addition of cyber threats may not 

initially appear alarming.  After all, if the electrical grid can withstand an event such as a hurricane, the 

addition of cyber attacks may seem like just another threat in an already hazardous operating 

environment.  However, the unique security challenges concerning reliability officials relate to 

responding to a coordinated threat that the electric grid is not prepared to face [36].  In order to respond to 

a coordinated attack, early identification of attack scenarios is required.  Research into risk and attack 

modeling, risk mitigation, attack scenario detection, and integration of network traffic monitored at 

multiple substations is necessary in order to support early identification and prevention of a coordinated 

cyber attack [37]. 
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1.5 Thesis Objective 

In order to assist in developing tools that could be used for early identification of a cyber attack 

scenario, this thesis will develop an algorithm for use in a coordinated cyber attack model.  The model 

will assume that an attacker seeks to cause a critical contingency on the physical power system, but does 

not possess knowledge of the operational state of the power system.  Specific vulnerabilities of cyber 

assets within the electric grid will not be covered in detail.  Rather, this thesis will focus on determining 

how a resource constrained attacker with incomplete system information may select attack targets so that 

cyber vulnerabilities may be exploited to cause a critical contingency.  In pursuit of this goal, research 

activities will be directed in support of the following objectives:    

1. Perform a conceptual review of issues related to cyber security for power systems, and develop a 

framework for cyber attack modeling based on a limited information vulnerability assessment of 

the physical power system. 

2. Utilize existing contingency ranking tools to establish baseline metrics for comparison and 

evaluation of limited information vulnerability analysis algorithms.   

3. Investigate whether there exists a statistically significant relation between graph theory based 

centrality measures and baseline metrics for N-1 contingency analysis studies. 

4. Build an N-X contingency screening algorithm based on relevant centrality measures identified in 

objective 3, and assess the algorithm for a statistically significant relation compared to a baseline 

N-X contingency analysis algorithm. 

 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

 This thesis is organized into six chapters.  Chapter 1 contains an introduction to power systems 

and the security challenges faced by the electric energy industry.  The motivation and objectives of this 

research are also covered in chapter 1.  Chapter 2 discusses background information related to cyber 

security issues for the electric power grid.  Topics such as the cyber assets in the electric grid, 

classifications of cyber attacks, profiles of cyber attackers, and conventional information security 
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objectives are discussed.  The background material and literature review of essential cyber security 

concepts presented in chapter 2 forms a foundation that will serve to guide research activities in support 

of the thesis objectives.  The principles of warfare needed to form credible attack and defense models are 

also included in chapter 2, along with the need for graph theory measures to model the physical effects of 

cyber attacks planned from limited information.  Chapter 3 serves as a literature review of conventional 

power system security analysis tools.  Both conventional DC power flow based sensitivity factors and AC 

power flow based performance index measures are discussed.  The contingency ranking methods 

reviewed in chapter 3 will serve as baseline metrics for comparing the new limited information 

vulnerability assessment measures proposed in this thesis. 

Chapter 4 constitutes a literature review of graph theory based centrality measures and how they 

can be applied to power systems.  Since these measures will be used in the development of a limited 

information vulnerability assessment, the various graph theory measures are compared to the DC power 

flow based linear sensitivity factors.  Based on the statistical results summarized in chapter 4, the 

suitability of the various centrality measures are evaluated for incorporation into an N-X centrality based 

power system vulnerability assessment algorithm.  Chapter 5 serves to develop centrality based N-X 

algorithms that rank the vulnerability of the power system to various bus and branch contingencies.  A 

unified N-X centrality based performance index is then proposed, and validated against the AC power 

flow based performance index and RTDS simulations of an N-3 attack scenario.  Chapter 5 concludes 

with a discussion of defensive strategies that could be implemented based on the results of the centrality 

performance index.  Chapter 6 discusses the contributions of this thesis and suggested directions for 

future work that can be performed to extend this research.        

 

1.7 Summary 

 This chapter served to highlight security challenges to the electric grid posed by vulnerabilities to 

coordinated cyber attacks.  A brief introduction to electric power systems was then provided, followed by 

a discussion of existing security and vulnerability analysis concepts relevant to the cyber-physical electric 
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grid.  The objectives of this thesis are then outlined subsequent to an explaination of the motivations for 

performing vulnerability studies of electric grid using limited information.  Finally, the thesis 

organization is summarized by briefly describing the content of the six chapters.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEFINING THE CYBER THREAT TO AN ELECTRIC GRID 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter consists of a conceptual discussion of cyber security issues affecting the electric 

power grid.  In a historical context, from Sun-Tzu’s The Art of War we can learn that “if you know the 

enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles [1].”  So before delving too 

deeply into technical content, we first turn our attention to developing familiarity with the vulnerability of 

the electrical grid to cyber attacks and the adversaries with which a utility may come into conflict.  Core 

concepts underlying cyber attack scenarios within the context of established principles of warfare will be 

presented in this chapter.  Furthermore, since the electric grid is a cyber-physical system, a discussion of 

physical vulnerability based on varying levels of information is included to model a cyber attack.  

 

2.2  Cyber Assets & Attack Surface 

While the growing incorporation of information communication technologies into the power 

system has enabled enhancements to system reliability, proliferation of such technologies has also 

increased the attack surface from which cyber attacks may be launched.  Since wide area control, 

monitoring, and protection systems require communications between control centers and geographically 

dispersed physical assets, of particular concern are the security implications of a skilled cyber attacker 

able to gain unauthorized access to the cyber systems interfacing with the physical system components.  

In a power system, it is common for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

communication systems to occur over dedicated or leased communication channels.  SCADA systems 

include computer and communication devices installed in power plants, substations, energy control 

centers, company headquarters, regional operating offices, and large load sites.  A SCADA system 

constantly gathers the latest status from remote terminal units (RTU) and intelligent electronic devices 
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(IED) throughout the power system, and sends the data to a SCADA control center.  Data acquired by 

SCADA is utilized by energy management systems (EMS) and for other purposes, including real time 

control.  Furthermore, utilities may have a separate communication infrastructure for collecting phasor 

measurement unit (PMU) data for wide area monitoring and control [2].  

Even though the core of SCADA communications tends to occur over dedicated channels, the 

necessity of enterprise and engineering activities often requires communication with control centers, 

substations, and generation facilities over public communication channels such as the internet or 

telephone networks.  Metering data acquired by SCADA systems is required in a corporate office for load 

forecasting and billing purposes, and engineers may update relay settings or acquire forensic data 

remotely without physically traveling to the site where the data is held.  While there have been no 

confirmed incidents in public record of a cyber attack on a SCADA system within the United States, 53% 

of utilities have reported being victim of a cyber attack [3].  Such attacks are focused on the enterprise 

network of utilities subject to the same Trojan horse, worm, virus, denial of service, sabotage, and 

vandalism types of attacks as the enterprise network of any other industry.  However, if an attacker is able 

to bypass the communication boundary between enterprise functions and SCADA or wide area protection 

cyber systems, the potential for physical consequences of a cyber attack emerges as a credible threat [4]. 

Intrusion points are considered anywhere the electric grid internal communication system 

interfaces with a public communication network, such as a modem or router within a substation that 

allows internet access.  However, even dedicated communication channels such as point-to-point wireless 

communication links between substations, generation facilities, and control centers can be intrusion points 

if an attacker is able to intercept and modify transmitted data.  Figure 2.1 depicts an overview of a power 

system communication network where potential intrusion points exist.  
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Figure 2.1:  Overview of Electric Power Grid Control and Communication Systems [5] 

 

2.3 Classification of Cyber Attacks 

Formally, cyber attacks can be defined as those attacks that use electronic means to damage 

information and communication technologies on which the power system depends.  Broadly speaking, 

cyber attacks on a power system are discussed in four categories or classes: theft of information, denial of 

service, corruption of information, and physical destruction [6].  Yet the four attack classes are not 

independent.  As shown in figure 5.2, the attack classes can serve as precursors to one another.  Attackers 

must steal information required to assess cyber and physical vulnerabilities before denial of service or 

corruption of information attacks can be executed on a cyber system.  If the attack on a cyber system is 

able to cause damage to the physical system, then a physical destruction class of attack is realized.  In the 

following subsections, these four broad classifications of attacks are discussed.   
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Figure 2.2:  Relationship of Cyber Attack Classes 

 

2.3.1 Theft of Information 

Cyber attacks involving theft of information are considered those attacks where sensitive 

information is disclosed to unauthorized persons or systems.  Theft of information attacks can be terminal 

if the objective of an attacker is to obtain financial information such as customer accounts and billing 

information.  Alternatively, business competitors can steal trade secrets and intellectual property from 

rivals to expand access to markets.  However, if an attacker has the objective of causing harm to the 

power system, theft of technical system design information can serve as a precursor to a more damaging 

attack [6].  It may be difficult to detect a theft of information attack while it is in progress, since attackers 

may be in possession of passwords and encryption keys that allow them to masquerade as normal users.  

Additionally, the effects of a theft of information attack tend to lack immediate consequences.  Obtaining 

essential information about a target may only serve as an initial step in further exploiting cyber systems 

and establishing footholds that have more severe consequences.   

 

2.3.2 Corruption of Information 

If an attacker is successful in obtaining information required to exploit cyber vulnerabilities, 

information governing the operation of cyber assets may be corrupted.  Corruption of information attacks 

occur when an attacker is able to improperly modify data on a computer or network [7].  If an attacker is 

able to corrupt data sent by RTUs or IEDs, SCADA systems can issue erroneous commands, display 

wrong state information, issue false alarms, etc.  Alternatively, human operators of power systems may be 
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manipulated into taking unnecessary control actions if the data displayed in the control center reflects a 

false system state.  Other corruption of information attack scenarios involve maliciously changing device 

settings.  For example, if protective relay settings are altered to issue trip commands during normal 

system operating conditions, circuit breakers may erroneously isolate vital system components from 

service.  Alternatively, if control systems are altered they could be utilized to force physical asset 

operations that thrust a power system from a secure operating state into an emergency state.    

 

2.3.3 Denial of Service 

The denial of service classification of attacks involves cases where resources of a network are 

used by unauthorized entities, preventing network resources from being utilized for legitimate purposes.  

Denial of service attacks are commonly achieved by flooding communication channels with 

miscellaneous information [8].  If denial of service attacks are performed on a utility’s enterprise network, 

it can result in the same nuisance loss of information technology availability as experienced by other 

industries.  However, if the communication channels of control and protection systems are rendered 

unavailable the consequences to the physical power system can be much more severe.  Decisions made by 

IEDs in a power system are extremely time sensitive.  If an emergency situation develops, control and 

protective decisions are often required within fractions of a second to prevent physical equipment from 

being destroyed or the system from sliding into instability.  So a denial of service attack that impedes the 

flow of information to and from IEDs has the potential to render cyber assets in a power system unable to 

adequately maintain a secure operating state of the physical power system.  

 

2.3.4 Physical Destruction 

The final cyber attack classification relates to those resulting in physical destruction of 

components in the power system.  Physical destruction can occur directly if cyber systems are hacked and 

directly manipulated to cause some enduring malfunction until the physical system is destroyed.  

Alternatively, physical destruction can be an indirect result of corruption of information or denial of 
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service attacks discussed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 [6].  Notable examples of physical destruction attacks 

are the Aurora Test attack simulation carried out by Idaho National Lab and the Stuxnet attack on the 

Natanz nuclear facility in Iran.  However, physical destruction cyber attacks are rare and difficult to 

accomplish.   Not only are control systems inherently complex and difficult to maliciously interface with 

[9], but physical assets are protected by multiple protective mechanisms that remove components from 

service if potentially damaging frequency, voltage, current, etc. operating states are detected.  

Additionally, backup protection schemes are coordinated to protect physical components in the event 

local protection fails.  Due to the high impact physical destruction of assets poses to the power system, 

the Aurora and Stuxnet attacks will be reviewed to serve as examples of physical destruction cyber 

attacks.       

In the Aurora attack, it was shown that if generator controls are compromised an attacker would 

be capable of issuing malicious open/close commands to generator breakers.  Such an attack would result 

in dropping and reconnecting part of the system load to the generator in rapid succession, which would 

cause repetitive mechanical stress to the generator if the open/close operations were carefully timed so 

that the threshold of an out-of-step relay is not exceeded.  The repetitive mechanical stress caused by an 

Aurora attack would eventually lead to physical destruction of a generator [10].        

In the case of Stuxnet, physical destruction of industrial motors was achieved by changing the 

rotational speed of motors governed by a programmable logic controller (PLC) with variable frequency 

drives.  Stuxnet would corrupt the settings of the PLC system, periodically increasing the motor 

frequency to 1410Hz, then dropping it down to 2Hz, and then returning it to the 1064Hz normal operating 

speed of the motors.  These drastic rotational speed changes would eventually cause physical destruction 

to centrifuges being spun by the motors.  Furthermore, Stuxnet was able to install software to corrupt the 

motor speed monitoring data, which concealed the true state of the motors from the SCADA monitoring 

system and prevented corrective actions from being taken before physical damage was realized [11].     
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2.4 Cyber Attacker Profiles 

As a general security principle, understanding one’s opponent is necessary in developing 

strategies to counter adversarial actions.  Therefore, in this section general profiles of cyber attackers that 

the electric energy industry may face are discussed.  Attackers are often divided into internal and external 

threats.  Internal threats consist of disgruntled employees and vendors that are motivated to attack an 

organization to which they belong for reasons often associated with revenge or financial gain.  Insider 

attackers often have detailed knowledge of a power system due to their insider access privileges and may 

not need extensive computer intrusion skills.  While insider threats pose a unique and challenging threat, 

the focus of this research concerns how attackers may select targets for a cyber attack based on limited 

information.  Therefore, this section will focus on external attacker profiles since external attackers 

possess only limited immediate knowledge of a given power system and must steal information without 

being detected [6,12].   

At a basic level, external cyber attackers are often classified as hackers, criminal organizations, 

terrorists, or nation states.  While the ultimate objectives of attackers may overlap, the motive, resources, 

and skills available to each class of attacker tend to diverge.  In figure 2.3, the four attacker classifications 

are arranged hierarchically to reflect the resources available to each attacker to inflict damage on a power 

system through a cyber attack.  In the subsequent subsections, profiles of these four attacker groups will 

be presented with an emphasis on the motivations and capabilities of each class of attacker.       

 

Figure 2.3:  Resource Levels of Classifications of Cyber Attackers 
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2.4.1 Hackers 

The hacker classification of cyber attackers contains a broad range of skill group categories, 

ranging from novice “script kiddies” who use existing software tools to break into systems to more 

technically skilled virus writers capable of assembling their own code and scripts.  However, regardless of 

skill level, hackers are generally motivated by seeking the thrill of attacking cyber systems, attaining 

bragging rights that accompany successfully hacking a system, or by gaining revenge for some perceived 

slight [7].  Given the technical complexity of integrated control and protection systems, the majority of 

hackers are considered to lack the expertise and resources to threaten critical infrastructure targets.  

However, the considerable worldwide hacker population does raise the chances of an isolated or brief 

disruption caused by an attacker achieving serious damage to a power system [12].  Furthermore, hacker 

activist groups (termed “hacktivists”) have been increasing in both skill and capabilities.  It has been 

reported that General Keith Alexander, head of the National Security Agency, expects hacktivist groups 

such as Anonymous to be capable of achieving limited national power outages through cyber attacks by 

2014 [13]. 

 

2.4.2  Criminal Groups 

Criminal groups are defined based on their motivation to attack a digital network for monetary 

gain.  Criminal groups often consist of highly trained and elusive technical experts [7] who will use spam, 

phishing, and spyware or malware to commit identity theft or fraud [12].  Operating independently, 

criminal groups are not considered to pose a serious direct threat to the physical power system.  However, 

if hired by terrorist groups or nation states, criminal groups may be involved in cyber attacks on the 

power system with more damaging physical consequences to the electric grid.  For example, a terrorist 

group or nation state may hire a criminal organization to steal sensitive design and other technical 

information on specific power system assets.  In such a circumstance, a criminal group would be aiding 

and providing plausible deniability to a more threatening attacker capable of realizing a cyber attack with 

severe consequences to the power grid.    
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2.4.3 Terrorists 

Terrorist groups are motivated by a desire to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit critical 

infrastructures in order to threaten national security, cause mass casualties, weaken an economy, or 

damage public morale and confidence [12].  Support for terrorist entities usually comes from an extremist 

network, but can also derive from foreign intelligence agencies whose national security priorities are 

aligned with undermining the same nations terrorists seek to harm.  With respect to the electrical energy 

sector in the United States, concerns exist over the increasingly sophisticated use of information 

technologies exhibited by terrorist organizations that have demonstrated intent to attack critical 

infrastructures [14].  An analysis of cyber attack data has shown energy industry companies are attacked 

twice as often as other industries, with a large amount of these attacks originating from the Middle East.  

Furthermore, surveillance of Al-Qaeda web traffic has indicated periods of increasing interest in SCADA 

systems [9].  While the consequences of a terrorist cyber attack range from minor to devastating, the 

threat of terrorist groups pose to critical infrastructures is considered severe enough that protection of 

critical infrastructures has generated substantial federal policy focus [15]. 

 

2.4.4 Nation States 

The final cyber attacker profile concerns that of the nation state.  It may not be entirely clear why 

nation states would be interested in attacking the civilian infrastructure of another nation.  After all, 

transmission lines, power plants, and substations are far from weapons of war.  Therefore, in order to 

explain precisely why the electrical sector is so vital to the defense strategies of nations, we will examine 

an analogous situation concerning Japanese merchant shipping during the 1940s.  After the United States 

entered World War II, a vital component of the U.S. war strategy concerned attacking Japanese merchant 

vessels.  While merchant ships were not explicit military targets, sinking cargo vessels was required to 

choke off enemy supply lines and deny the Japanese Empire the resources needed to sustain their war 

effort [16].  Such a high priority was placed on targeting merchant vessels that by the war’s end, 2,346 

Japanese merchant ships had been sunk compared to 686 Japanese naval vessels [17].  From this World 
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War II–era U.S. naval strategy, it becomes clear that the destruction of the commercial and industrial 

capacity of a nation is necessary to render its military ineffective. 

With respect to the power grid, since reliable access to electricity is critical to modern economic 

activities, an attack against a power system could serve to undermine the war industries that support the 

military power of a nation.  Given the vulnerabilities of the electric grid to cyber attacks, it is not 

surprising that military and intelligence services have been investigating the role of information warfare 

capabilities in attacking and defending critical infrastructures.  So vital is the focus on cyberspace in 

national security strategies, that the traditional land, sea, air, and space domains of warfare are being 

expanded to include cyberspace as the fifth domain of warfare [18].  Yet cyberwarfare capabilities are not 

just limited to traditional global powers such as the United States, Great Britian, Russia, and China.  

Countries such as Israel, North Korea, and Iran have created organizations for cyber war.  So as warfare 

expands to cyberspace, the resources of governments can be channeled into cyber weapons against 

electrical infrastructures in the conflict between nations. 

 

2.5 Information Security 

In the face of attackers that seek to undermine cyber systems, the three primary security 

objectives of cyber security systems deployed in response to cyber threats are confidentiality, integrity, 

and availability (CIA) [19].  Yet these three objectives (shown graphically in figure 2.4) are designed 

around cyber information systems and are not resolutely applicable to the cyber-physical nature of the 

electric grid.  Nonetheless, an understanding of conventional cyber security objectives and systems are 

discussed in the subsequent sections in order to serve as a basis for the development of cyber security 

principles in relation to the cyber-physical electric grid.  The firewall and intrusion detection systems 

employed to achieve operational security for information systems are then discussed to provide a 

conventional understanding of how cyber security objectives are realized.    
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Figure 2.4:  Cyber Security Objectives [20] 

 

2.5.1 Confidentiality 

The security objective of confidentiality relates to preventing the unauthorized disclosure of 

information [21].  For information systems, confidentiality often relates to privacy and preventing 

unauthorized persons from obtaining sensitive financial and trade secrets.  In a cyber-physical power 

system, the relevance of confidentiality as a security objective is that it counters the theft of information 

attacks discussed in section 2.3.1.  However, with respect to SCADA and protection systems, 

confidentiality tends to be less feasible of a security concern.  In order to ensure confidentiality, 

information systems invest computational resources in encrypting messages and authenticating users, 

which has a side effect of increasing delays in sending and receiving data.  Furthermore, encryption of a 

packet adds to the amount of data that will be sent across a communication link.  Due to economic 

constraints, power system communication channels may not be built with the capacity to transmit larger 

sized encrypted messages in a timely manner.  So while confidentiality is feasible for the enterprise 

network of a utility, it may be an impractical objective for the control and protective cyber assets, 

especially taking into consideration the high amount of legacy systems remaining in existence throughout 

the electric grid [22]. 

 

2.5.2 Integrity 

Integrity security objectives are concerned with averting the unauthorized modification or 

destruction of information [21].  Message integrity for electric grid cyber systems is similar to message 
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integrity for information systems.  However, the potential impacts of information being modified or 

destroyed in a power system are especially severe given the integration of cyber systems with the 

operation of physical assets.  Information integrity is vital to thwarting the corruption of information 

attacks discussed in section 2.3.2.  Message integrity is achieved when receivers are able to successfully 

verify the origination of a message, and that the message has not been tampered with.  In a power system 

this translates to ensuring data shared between cyber systems has not been falsified and that any device 

settings changes and control commands are only made by authorized systems and users. Conventional 

methods of ensuring integrity require message authentication codes (MAC) be appended to the end of 

messages, which can be decoded by a receiver with some manner of shared authentication key to validate 

integrity [23].  A MAC does not require an encryption algorithm if confidentiality issues are not of 

concern, so the resource burdens of building integrity into electric grid cyber systems is not as daunting as 

those faced with ensuring confidentiality.      

 

2.5.3 Availability 

Availability is the ability of a system to perform a function at some moment in time or over a 

defined period of time [21].  In information systems it is common for availability to be sacrificed in favor 

of increasing confidentiality and integrity.  For applications such as web browsing, e-mail, or online 

banking, it is often considered better to incorrectly deny an authorized user access than accept a minor 

risk of an unauthorized user seeing or manipulating sensitive data.  However, in the electric grid, cyber 

systems are required to make time-sensitive control and protective decisions.  Therefore, power systems 

are less tolerant of losses in availability than most information systems.  For example, modern high speed 

relays typically operate in less than five cycles (83 milliseconds) [24].  So if a denial of service attack 

such as that discussed in section 2.3.3 results in even a small loss in relay availability, vital equipment 

may be damaged during a fault due to unacceptable delays in breaker clearing times needed to isolate the 

contingency. 
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It is also worth mentioning the subject of availability with respect to the physical operation of 

generators in the power system.  Since the total load on a power system fluctuates throughout the day, the 

generation-to-load balance in a system needs to be carefully monitored and controlled in order to ensure 

the system frequency remains at a nominal value (typically 50 or 60Hz).  Automatic generation control 

(AGC) systems at an energy control center generally perform this function by controlling generator 

outputs [25].  So if a cyber attack were to deny availability of the communication system used for 

monitoring, processing, and control functions between remote assets and an energy control center, the 

AGC would have difficulty coordinating generator operations needed to maintain a stable system 

frequency.  Additionally, if a cyber attack were to remove generators from service in a manner such as the 

physical destruction attacks described in section 2.3.4, generation units would be rendered unavailable 

until repaired.  The loss of generating units available for dispatch would constrain the ability of an AGC 

to maintain system stability, so even if cyber assets remain available the consequences of a physical 

destruction cyber attack can still result in a loss of availability due to the cyber-physical relationship 

inherent to power systems. 

 

2.5.4 Firewall 

The first line of defense from a classical information security perspective is a network firewall.  

As shown in figure 2.5, a firewall is a combination of hardware and software that segregates an 

organization’s network from the rest of the internet.  Additionally, firewalls limit access to a network 

based on some set of rules.  If a packet of information complies with the rules of the firewall, it will be 

allowed to pass through.  Packets not complying with the firewall rules are blocked.  
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Figure 2.5:  Example of a Firewall Network Architecture [26] 

 

Traditional firewalls act as packet filters that examine all information packets entering and 

leaving the information network, and determine whether or not packets should be allowed to enter or 

leave the network.  Examples of criteria on which a firewall may base a decision to authorize an 

information packet to enter or leave a network are IP source and destination address, protocol type, TCP 

or UDP source and destination port, TCP flag bits, ICMP message type, etc.  Firewalls may also govern 

traffic to and from a network by implementing stateful filtering that tracks ongoing connections.  Stateful 

filtering is useful in that it is able to check incoming packets against ongoing connections made within the 

network.  If an external user attempts to establish a connection to an internal network protected by a 

firewall, a stateful filter would recognize the external traffic as not being part of a connection initiated by 

an internal user, and block the connection.  The third type of firewall is an application gateway, which is 

an application-specific server from which all data unique to a specific application must pass.  Such an 

application gateway serves to authenticate users, and acts as a server and client through which application 

specific data can be routed between users and a remote application server [23].   
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2.5.5 Intrusion Detection 

Firewalls only check the header fields of information packets when deciding to allow or block 

traffic to and from a network.  However, the payload of an information packet must also be examined to 

detect many types of attacks.  The act of monitoring the entire contents of a packet for malicious activity 

is referred to as deep packet inspection, and systems that perform this function are referred to as intrusion 

detection systems (IDS).  IDS systems can often be found at multiple points in an organization’s network 

in order to diffuse the inspection burden placed on any one IDS.  

There are two different classifications of IDS systems: signature based IDS and anomaly based 

IDS.  A signature based IDS examines a packet against a database of known attack signatures.  If content 

in an inspected packet matches a known attack signature, a packet is flagged as harmful and the IDS 

issues an alert to the network administrator or management system.  Anomaly based IDS monitors the 

traffic profile of a network and looks for network traffic that statistically deviates from normal network 

behavior.  Examples of anomalous traffic might be a sudden growth in port scans, a high proportion of 

packets using a certain protocol, or a high level of packet traffic related to a certain device in a network 

[23].  When either class of IDS system issues an intrusion alarm, an intrusion response system will take 

remedial actions such as quarantining suspect packets and compromised systems or severing suspicious 

communication connections [27].     

 

2.6 Principles of Warfare 

In the preceding sections, emphasis was placed on explaining the cyber vulnerabilities in the 

cyber-physical power system, the types of cyber attacks a power system may face, the potential effects of 

compromised cyber assets on the physical system, and the actors with the capability and motivation to 

execute a cyber attack on the electrical grid.  Considerations for conventional cyber security objectives 

and systems were also discussed in addition to how they relate to cyber-physical systems.  However, with 

over 10,000 power plants [28] and 167,000 miles of transmission lines (≥ 230kV) [29] in the United 

States alone, the sheer magnitude of potential targets could render it difficult to cause a system-wide 
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reliability impact from attacking a limited number of system components.  After all, the power system is 

designed to be resilient in the face of a litany of natural disasters, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and 

winter storms [12].  In order for a cyber attack to succeed in causing a system-wide reliability impact, an 

attacker would need to carefully coordinate cyber attacks against those assets that lead to exploitation of 

the inherent physical vulnerability of a power system.  To formulate the underpinnings of a credible 

attack scenario on the power grid, the principles around which adversaries can be expected to define their 

actions must be understood.   

While the issue at hand may be cyber terrorism, cyber crime, or cyber warfare on the smart grid, 

humanity has a long history of conflict.  So even though the battlefield with respect to the power grid may 

occur in cyber space, an understanding of the core principles of warfare is required before seeking to 

develop specific cyber attack and defense models for the cyber-physical power grid.  As a template for 

principles underlying attack and defense activities, we reference the U.S. Army’s principles of war and 

operations from FM-03 [30].  FM-03 defines nine principles of warfare: objective, offensive, mass, 

economy of force, maneuver, unity of command, security, surprise, and simplicity.  Given a broad 

understanding of these nine principles as they relate to the cyber network of the electric grid, profiles of 

attack scenarios can be formulated and utilized as attack signatures for modeling defensive strategies.       

 

2.6.1 Objective 

The first principle of warfare concerns that of defining the objective.  From a military 

perspective, operations should be directed toward a clearly defined, decisive, and attainable objective.  As 

discussed in section 2.5, conventional classifications of cyber attacks typically group cyber attack 

operations as those resulting in loss of integrity, availability, or confidentiality of some cyber asset.  

However, in the case of a power system, networked intelligent electronic devices are heavily integrated 

into the control and protection of the power grid.  Therefore, compromising a cyber asset and issuing 

commands that cause intentional malfunctions can lead to physical destruction of equipment on a local 

level, or if multiple devices are attacked in a coordinated fashion, the loss of enough key components can 
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give rise to a cascading failure resulting in a system-wide blackout.  With respect to the physical 

consequences of a cyber attack, the attack models of paramount concern are those involving a cyber 

attacker whose objective is to interrupt the supply of electrical energy [25].  Naturally, defensive models 

would have the objective of preventing an interruption in the supply of electrical energy, or of minimizing 

the interruption if a cyber attack were successful.   

 

2.6.2 Offensive 

The principle of offensive relates to the ability of a force to seize, retain, and exploit the initiative.  

In the cyber realm, initiative is typically seized by bypassing the residual firewall and intrusion detection 

systems forming residual network security described in sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5.  An attacker would then 

exploit the initiative by maliciously interacting with a cyber asset to achieve the intended physical 

damage.  Physical power systems are most vulnerable when the system load is at a peak, which reflects 

aggregate human behavioral habits and regularly occurs during specific hours of the day.  An attacker 

planning to inflict physical harm on the electric grid to facilitate gaining the initiative may therefore plan 

for an attack to take place during peak hours.  A utility would regain the initiative by responding to the 

intrusion, nominally by severing an attacker’s communication tunnel into the network.  However, from a 

utility’s perspective, the difficulty in seizing the initiative from an attacker lies in detecting the system is 

under attack before the physical consequences of the attack reach such a critical state that the controllers 

and protective devices are unable to contain and respond to the physical effects of a cyber attack. 

 

2.6.3 Mass 

The concept of mass relates to concentration of power at a decisive place and time.  Typically, 

attacks will either mass in space or mass in time.  An attack that masses in space would seek to focus all 

resources in striking a decisive blow to a single power system asset, whereas massing in time seeks to 

overwhelm an adversary by spreading attack resources amongst multiple targets that could be 

compromised simultaneously.  For example, Stuxnet would be an example of a cyber attack that massed 
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in space, as the sophisticated malicious code executed by the worm was geared towards physical 

destruction of centrifuge control systems at a specific Iranian nuclear facility [11].  An example of 

massing in time would be one in which an attacker was able to hack into multiple substations, change the 

protection settings of the devices, and cause a series of simultaneous line outages throughout a power 

system.  Since NERC reliability criteria require operation of a power system to withstand loss of a single 

generator or transmission line (referred to as N-1 reliability criteria), attacks that threaten an entire power 

grid will typically mass in time on some level.  Coordination of cyber security measures across 

generation, substation, and control center facilities will be required to adequately respond to a system-

wide attack on the electric grid.   

 

2.6.4 Economy of Force 

The principle of economy of force relates to the need for both attackers and utilities to take 

calculated risks during an unfolding cyber attack and to allocate the minimum resources required to 

secondary objectives in order to preserve resources for achieving primary objectives.  From a system 

topology standpoint, the transmission lines and buses of a power system are not all equally important in 

supplying power from generating units to loads within voltage and frequency tolerance limits.  Despite 

possessing limited information, an attacker would need to focus on attacking as few key places as needed 

to achieve their objective.  Conversely, a utility would need to know in advance what combinations of 

contingencies would likely result in critical vulnerabilities.  During a cyber attack, if conventional 

information security firewalls and intrusion detection systems have been bypassed, the only indication of 

an ongoing cyber attack may be the physical contingencies being inflicted on the network.  Defensive 

control actions and CIA tradeoffs must therefore be made while the attack is unfolding to prevent all 

targeted assets from being successfully attacked.  If defensive systems take too long to process 

information and confront an emerging security threat, a critical combination of contingencies may have 

already emerged and defensive responses would come too late to save the power system.  
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2.6.5 Maneuver 

The principle of maneuver relates to the ability of adversaries to place one another at a 

disadvantage through flexible application of their resources.  The main application of this principle of 

warfare to cyber security would be in understanding attack vectors.  Attackers can exploit vulnerabilities 

in a power system’s cyber network via protocol attacks, routing attacks, direct intrusions, worms or other 

malware, or denial of service [31].  A utility capable of outmaneuvering a cyber attacker would posses 

some degree of attack resiliency in monitoring systems, protection, and controllers, so systems could 

function to some degree even if an attacker successfully exploited an attack vector.    

 

2.6.6 Unity of Command 

The principle of unity of command relates to the need for there to be a single responsible 

commander for every objective.  The purpose of unity of command is to mitigate coordination conflicts 

that hinder the achievement of an objective.  This is a significant problem for the energy sector in the 

United States, where there are over 3,273 traditional electric utilities and 1,738 nonutility power 

producers separately operating grid systems [32] to maximize their profitability and supplying reliable 

power to customers.  While regional coordinating councils do have a limited role in coordinating reliable 

operating activities amongst grid entities, the fact remains that attackers have a significant advantage in 

being able to exploit the boundaries between grid entities where a coordinated response to a cyber 

incident becomes more difficult.  Additionally, many protective devices throughout the power system 

automatically respond to local conditions, which can result in competing responses to system-level attacks 

unless attack-resilient wide-area protection schemes are developed [33]. 

 

2.6.7 Security 

Broadly speaking, the principle of security relates to never allowing an adversary to gain an 

unexpected advantage.  Security from a utility perspective can be understood through conventional 

firewall and intrusion detection network security applications.  Each of the geographically disparate 
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generators, substations, and control centers within the grid contain cyber components that lie within their 

respective electronic perimeter, the security of which is subject to compliance with CIP-005 [34].  As 

discussed in section 2.5.4, firewalls are placed at the access points to an electronic perimeter so that they 

block unauthorized communication traffic by filtering packets according to allowable protocols, port 

numbers, source addresses, etc.  In the event an attacker is able to bypass a firewall and enter the 

electronic perimeter of a utility, there exist applications discussed in section 2.5.5 that look for 

statistically anomalous network activities and check packets for known attack patterns.  If an intrusion is 

detected, an intrusion response procedure or application will act to remove an attacker from the network 

[35].  Cyber attackers will naturally seek to maintain security by concealing their information-gathering 

activities and attack vector so that they are able to establish footholds within a system to attain their 

objective while avoiding detection [7]. 

 

2.6.8 Surprise 

Surprise is the ability to strike an adversary at a time and place for which they are unprepared.  

Surprise and security are inherently related, as a successful cyber attack or defense is dependent on 

relying on one’s own security to avoid being surprised and on overcoming the security of an opponent to 

achieve surprise.  However, since power systems form a cyber-physical system, the principle of surprise 

extends beyond the realm of traditional cyber security concepts to the physical power system.  Reliability 

criteria necessitate a degree of fault tolerance so that a power system can continue normal operations 

through a single contingency, nominally referred to as N-1 contingency constraint.  Normally, the 

contingencies studied concern the loss of a transmission line or generating unit.  For practical economic 

reasons, power systems are generally not built with the excess redundancy needed to maintain reliability 

criteria during cases of more than one contingency.  Therefore, if a cyber attack were able to result in 

multiple coordinated physical contingencies (referred to as an N-X contingency), the attacker would be 

capable of achieving the element of surprise, thrusting a grid entity into an emergency situation to which 

personnel may be ill prepared to respond.  However, not all N-X contingencies will produce a critical 
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adverse reliability impact [36].  An attacker with limited resources would find it difficult to know the 

exact state of a power system needed to determine the precise combination of contingencies required to 

achieve a certain number of physical voltage violations, line overloads, etc. needed to realize an adverse 

reliability objective.   

 

2.6.9 Simplicity 

From the perspective of a utility, the principle of simplicity generally refers to the idea that plans 

executed on time are better than detailed plans executed late.  When utilities run contingency screening 

applications, the number of contingency cases to study grows exponentially beyond the N-1 cases, so it is 

computationally infeasible to plan for what will happen beyond the N-1 case before the power system 

changes.  Therefore, when conceptualizing the N-X scenarios, more simplistic methods are required to 

address the physical implications of a cyber attack in a timely manner.  For an attacker, simplicity means 

being able to plan a successful attack based on limited information.  Conventional contingency screening 

procedures take voltage, generation, and load data being acquired at buses throughout the power system, 

and use this information to predict the changes the system will experience during an abrupt disturbance 

[37].  However, since the state of a power system constantly changes, an attacker that meticulously selects 

attack targets, gathers design information on the selected targets, and then exploits vulnerabilities based 

on the power system operating state at a certain moment in time will likely find their plan invalidated at a 

future moment in time when the attack occurs.  The only feature in a power system not subject to drastic 

changes is the location of generators and loads and the system of transmission lines that connects them, 

referred to as the system topology.  Granted, it is normal for a system topology to change during planned 

maintenance outages or during emergency conditions, requiring removal of a component from service.  

However, outside maintenance and emergency operating conditions, system topology tends to remain 

considerably more static.  Permanently changing the topology requires physical construction or 

demolition activities that are capital intensive and subject to publically disclosed regulatory approval.  

Under normal operating conditions, the only way to physically alter the topology of a power system is to 
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decommission or construct buses or power lines; these are projects that tend to occur gradually from year-

to-year.  Therefore, a resource constrained attacker will need to plan attack scenarios based on the static 

system topology and take advantage of sensitivities of a power system to topology changes in order to 

ensure the greatest chance a malicious objective is met.    

 

2.7 Attack and Defense Modeling 

Given these nine principles of war, attacker profiles can be formulated into a credible, 

coordinated attack scenario on an electrical grid.  First, an adversary launching a coordinated attack on a 

power grid will need to cause a loss of load to achieve a decisive reliability impact.  While attacks that do 

not result in a cascading failure may be a nuisance to a utility, or perhaps costly if isolated components 

are physically damaged, the grid as a whole would ultimately be resilient to an attack without a decisive 

adverse reliability objective.  Since power systems are operated to be resilient through an N-1 

contingency, an attacker would be required to mass in time, dividing their resources so that multiple 

targets could be hit simultaneously.     

 

2.7.1 Attack with Complete Information 

As will be discussed later in chapter 3, utilities use both DC and AC power flow based 

performance indices to screen for contingencies meriting concern.  However, these contingency screening 

algorithms typically rely on solving the power flow equations, which requires knowledge of real power 

injection ( ), reactive power injection ( ), bus voltage magnitude ( ), bus angle ( ), and elements  and 

 from the system Ybus matrix.  AC power flow based contingency screening methods use this 

information to iteratively converge to the power flow equations and assess the changes in bus voltage 

magnitude and branch MVA flows.  DC power flow based contingency analysis neglects reactive power 

injections and assumes bus voltage magnitudes are held constant at unity per unit in order to give a linear 

approximation of branch flows.        
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Naturally, if an attacker were in possession of real-time state information of a system, they would 

be able to rank contingencies in the same manner as a power system operator.  However, it is important to 

note that had an attacker intruded into a utility’s information network and begun acquiring volumes of 

technical planning data, the risk to the attacker of a network intrusion detection scheme recognizing such 

activity as statistically anomalous would be high.  An attacker would be exposed to a lesser risk of 

detection if the intrusion footprint were limited to specific information concerning targets predetermined 

from a more limited body of information.   

 

2.7.2 Attack with Incomplete Information 

From the power flow equations, we know the only variables not subject to change under normal 

operating conditions are the terms of the bus admittance matrix.  So in order to limit the information 

gathering footprint needed by an attacker, attack targets could be selected based on limited topology 

system information.  Such a strategy would assist with achieving success in a planned offensive by 

allowing an attacker to increase their security by minimizing chances of detection.  However, attacks 

planned from incomplete information also risk selecting targets that, due to the specific operating state of 

the power system at the time of attack, turn out to be non-critical targets.  As such, an economy of force 

decision to plan an attack based on incomplete information would require taking a calculated risk 

favoring the benefits of detection avoidance over certainty in the impact of a given N-X contingency.  In 

chapter 4, graph theory based centrality measures will be investigated as a means to assess the 

vulnerability of a power system topology to contingencies.   

 

2.8 Summary 

The initial sections of this chapter focused on identifying the cyber assets within a power system 

and describing various manners in which these cyber systems may be attacked.  In order to gain 

familiarity with the motivations and capabilities of potential adversaries, attacker profiles were also 

discussed.  An emphasis was subsequently placed on the challenges posed in applying conventional cyber 
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security objectives and solutions to the cyber-physical power system.  The second part of this chapter 

centered around the research gap in combining the cyber and physical vulnerabilities of a power system 

when modeling a coordinated cyber attack.  To address this gap, principles of warfare were applied in 

reference to power grid cyber conflicts in an attempt to generate a foundational knowledge of attack 

scenario characteristics.  Finally, considerations for attack and defense models were introduced based on 

practical informational awareness limitations attackers face concerning access to power system technical 

and operations data. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

POWER SYSTEM PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 This chapter discusses some of the core concepts related to vulnerability analysis for the physical 

power system.  Since power systems are cyber-physical systems, a cyber attack has the potential to 

physically impact the electric grid.  Therefore, an understanding of the fundamentals of conventional 

power system security analysis is needed to assess the physical vulnerability impact of a coordinated 

cyber attack.  Concepts important to ranking contingencies are also presented, and the relevance of 

conventional contingency ranking schemes in validating various attack models based on limited 

information is highlighted.  This chapter then concludes with a more technically detailed presentation of 

DC power flow based contingency analysis measures and an AC power flow based performance index 

ranking method.    

 

3.2  Power System Security Analysis 

Regardless of the cyber threats discussed in chapter 2, maintaining physical system security has 

long been a factor in operation of power systems.  However, the term ‘security’ in power systems is 

usually defined as the ability to supply customers with uninterrupted power in the presence of unexpected 

failures throughout the grid [1].  As described in section 1.3.1, there are generally two types of failures 

that can occur within a power system: i) short circuit faults and ii) open circuit faults.  Short circuit faults 

are normally the result of some form of insulation failure.  Any time phases in a power system come into 

contact with one another or the earth, an energized part of the power system fails to be insulated from its 

ambient surroundings.  Such conditions are usually caused by extreme weather events, unmanaged 

vegetation, or equipment failures, and can result in dangerously high short-circuit conditions.  The second 

failure type is classified as a cessation of current flow that results in an open-circuit fault.  Normally, 
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open-circuit faults occur when circuit breakers or switches fail to open and close correctly, so that phases 

are unintentionally in or out of service [2]. 

In order to mitigate the shock to a power system caused by failure, protection systems are 

installed throughout the electric grid.  These protection systems are designed to isolate problem areas 

quickly while leaving the rest of the power system intact.   The devices that monitor power system 

conditions and initiate appropriate control actions if abnormal or dangerous situations develop are called 

protective relays [3].  However, other systems and procedures related to how a power system is operated 

are also encompassed in power system security [4].   

In current practice, electric grids are designed for limited resiliency in the face of naturally 

occurring security challenges such as tornadoes, hurricanes, ice storms, and earthquakes.  In times of 

emergency, utility personnel can often respond quickly to perform repairs and restore systems isolated by 

protection systems due to enduring failures [5].  So given that the power system has already been 

designed for resiliency in the face of a hostile natural environment, it may not seem that cyber security 

challenges pose much of an added threat beyond those already present and protected against.  After all, if 

a cyber attack were to cause a problem in the physical system, protective relays should be able to take 

sufficient control actions to isolate the problem just as they would in any other emergency condition.  

Even if a certain protective relay or system is compromised by a cyber attack, power system protective 

schemes include remote and local back-up protection that can isolate problem areas in the event primary 

protection fails [3].  However, it is not economically feasible for power systems to be built with enough 

redundancy to be 100% reliable.  The redundancy built into power systems is designed so that the system 

can be operated in a manner by which the probability of dropping service to customers due to an 

unanticipated failure is relatively small [4].  If a cyber attacker were to cause equipment failures in a 

random manner, it may be possible to state a cyber attack is no more of a threat than bad weather.  

However, as intelligent human beings cyber attackers are not bound to abide by statistical failure 

probability models.  Just like utility engineers, a cyber attacker with sufficient information could perform 

a vulnerability analysis on a power system and identify coordinated failures that would result in 
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catastrophic conditions in the electric grid.  Therefore, security or vulnerabilities studies of the physical 

power system are closely related to cyber security challenges posed by an attacker who coordinates 

targeted attacks on specific cyber systems, leading to harmful conditions within the electric grid.   

 

3.3  Contingency Ranking 

 Regardless of the purpose and intent behind a security or vulnerability study, both forms of 

analysis involve ranking studied contingencies according to severity of the adverse reliability impact.  Yet 

implicit in the notion of a coordinated attack on a power system is that an attacker has the ability to rank 

possible contingencies and attack those cyber systems which result in the highest adverse reliability 

impact.  This raises further questions concerning what constitutes an adverse reliability impact.  

Furthermore, ranking contingencies requires some methodology to assess the condition of a power system 

and to integrate the various system properties into a single index number that reflects the overall impact to 

system reliability.  Physical components (generators, lines, transformers, etc.) constituting a power system 

have certain capacity ratings for which they are designed to be operated safely within.  Since it would be 

dangerous for equipment to be operated outside rated performance specifications, contingency ranking 

algorithms favor cases resulting in conditions that exceed component design ratings.  Commonly studied 

violations include branch flow overloads and bus voltages being under or over rated limits.  Contingency 

screening can also include performance indices based on stability studies utilizing dynamic characteristics 

of components [6]. Here we will limit our ranking discussions to the more simplistic steady state 

contingency analyses.   

As will be discussed in greater detail in section 3.4, DC power flow based assessments can be 

used to calculate approximate changes in line flow resulting from loss of a branch or power injection at a 

bus.  More detailed AC power flow based studies such as those discussed in section 3.5 can determine 

changes in line flows and bus voltages resulting from a branch and bus injection outages.  The only 

problem with conventional AC/DC power flow ranking schemes from a cyber attacker’s perspective is 

they require some knowledge of the power system operating state, which an attacker may not possess.  
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However, as a precursor to modeling a coordinated cyber attack, it is first necessary to understand how 

utilities in possession of complete system information conventionally assess and rank the performance 

impact of a contingency.  Such conventional contingency ranking techniques serve as a baseline for 

assessing the actual adverse reliability impact of various contingency scenarios.  With a conventional 

assessment of the physical consequences of contingencies established, the utility of nonconventional 

contingency ranking algorithms based on more limited information available to attackers can be validated.   

 

3.4  DC Power Flow Based Ranking 

DC power flow based linear sensitivity factors (LSF) are commonly used to quickly compute 

approximate changes in line MW flows resulting from possible outages or a given change in bus 

injection.  The two principle LSF measures utilized to screen for likely line overloads are the generation 

shift factor (GSF) and the line outage distribution factor (LODF) methods.  However, it is important to 

note that LSF methods are only approximate.  Since the DC power flow neglects both MVAR flows and 

bus voltage magnitudes, the calculated MW flows have an error of approximately 5% compared to the 

actual values [4].  The main disadvantage of LSF contingency ranking methods is that they cannot 

incorporate voltage violations when assessing contingencies.  AC power flow calculations are required to 

calculate bus voltage violations resulting from a contingency. 

 

3.4.1 Generation Shift Factors 

In order to provide a linear estimate of the proportionate effect a change in power injection at a 

bus  will have on a line  of the power system, the GSF is defined as follows:  

                                                                                    
Δ

Δ
                                                                                 3.1  

where Δ  is the change in MW power flow on line  when a change in generation or load Δ  occurs at 

bus  [4].  However, for the purposes of this research we will generalize the GSF equation to let  equal all 

system buses rather than just those where a generator is present.  In this manner, the sensitivity factor  
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indicates how sensitive a line  is to a change in generation or load at bus .  Accordingly, we will now 

refer to  as the bus injection shift factor (BISF)        

The results of the BISF method are reported as a matrix with  columns representing the number 

of buses in the power system, and  rows corresponding to the number of branches in the system.  

However, it is often useful to assign each bus in the power system a single value indicating its relative 

importance rather than the sensitivity of each branch flow to the change in bus injection.  Therefore, the 

BISF matrix will be consolidated into a single column reflecting how significant an impact a change in 

bus power has on the power system as a whole.  In other words, we need to extract a measure from the 

BISF matrix indicating the total change in MW flows along lines caused by a change in bus power or loss 

of a line.  Using principles of matrix norms that provide an assessment of linear vector system 

sensitivities we use the BISF matrix to generate a bus injection impact factor (BIIF)  defined as: 

                                                                                   | |                                                                              3.2  

for each non-swing bus  representing the total magnitude of the factors  attributable to bus , or the  

norm [7] of each column of .  In this manner, the importance of each bus is determined by the degree to 

which the change in power at the bus causes changes in line flows throughout the power system. 

 The BISF factor can also be generalized to approximate changes in line flows due to multiple 

changes in bus injections.  If we define  as a set of numbers relating to those buses where there are 

changes in bus injections, we can define Δ ,  as the resulting change in MW flow along line  from the 

simultaneous change of injections at buses included in  as:   

                                                                               Δ , Δ
∈

                                                                       3.3  

However, this complicates the generation of a multiple bus injection impact factor (MBIIF), since the 

linear combination of BIIF terms are weighted according to the change in bus injection Δ  at multiple 

buses, and given two buses  and  it is not necessarily true that Δ Δ .  Yet for purposes of 

achieving some MBIIF number we need only ensure similar assumptions apply consistently to all 
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contingency cases.  Therefore, for a power system with a set of buses , we can define the MBIIF as , 

where ⊂ , as:    

                                                                               

∈

                                                                        3.4  

In this case, it is effectively being assumed that Δ Δ  for all , ⊂  and .  While this could 

be a poor assumption for a specific contingency case involving multiple changes in bus injection, the 

utility of the measure is realized when comparing the sensitivity of the power system to higher order 

contingencies.  

 

3.4.2 Line Outage Distribution Factors 

Similar to the BISF linear sensitivity method, the LODF provides a linear estimate of the 

proportionate effect a loss of a line  has on the MW flow on line  of the power system, and is defined as 

follows: 

                                                                                      ,

Δ
                                                                               3.5  

where Δ  is defined the same as shown in section 3.4.1, and  is the pre-outage MW flow on line .  

The resulting sensitivity factor ,  provides an indication as to how sensitive a line  is to a loss of line , 

and is commonly used to screen for potential overloads if a transmission line outage occurs [4].        

Similar to the GSF, the results of the LODF method are reported as a matrix.  However, there are  

columns and  rows in the LODF matrix representing the number of branches in the power system.  The 

diagonal entries of the LODF matrix are empty as there is no power flow along an outaged line.  In order 

to consolidate the impact the loss of a single line has on changes in branch flows, a line outage impact 

factor (LOIF)  can be generated for each line   from the  norm of the LODF matrix columns, and is 

defined as: 

                                                                                    ,                                                                           3.6  
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Here, the importance of a line  is determined by the collective proportionate change in line flows 

resulting from the outage of line . 

 Generalization of the LODF procedure to cases involving more than one line outage can be 

accomplished by following the detailed procedures described in [8] and [9] to produce a multiple line 

outage distribution factor (MLODF) matrix.  However, for general awareness purposes the concept 

behind calculation of the MLODF will be explained in brief.  Generation of a MLODF matrix for a 

contingency involving  line outages requires computation of  LODF matrices.  Each of the  LODF 

matrices is generated from a unique subsystem created from the base case power system by removing 

1 lines.  For example, if we wanted to generate the MLODF matrix for a contingency case involving 

the outage of lines , , and  we would write the sum of three separate LODF expressions:  

Δ , ∈ , ∈ , ∈  

Combining these summations into matrix-vector multiplication yields: 

            Δ , ∈ , ∈ , ∈ ,                      3.7  

So we can define then MLODF factor of a line  for contingencies involving the outage of lines , , 

and  as the augmentation of three LODF matrices, expressed as:   

                              ,     , ∈ , ∈ , ∈                                  3.8  

 Similar to the MBIIF complication, there is a problem in generating multiple line outage impact 

factor (MLOIF) values since the change in preoutage flows  is not equal for all possible values of .  

However, a MLOIF value for each line  for a contingency set  can be found by assuming all LODF 

matrices augmented to form the MLODF have equally weighted  factors in order to apply consistent 

assumptions for relating contingency cases.  In this manner, the MLOIF can be defined for a power 

system  with line outage contingency case  as:        

                                                                  , ∈ /                                                                3.9  
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While this MLOIF measure would be a poor assessment of determining the change in specific line flows 

for a given contingency, it does provide a rough manner in which to assess the sensitivity of line flows to 

multiple line outages that will prove useful later in chapter 5.   

 

3.5 AC Power Flow Based Performance Index Ranking 

 For contingency studies where accuracy is more important than the speed at which solutions can 

be computed, AC power flow based studies are required.  Unlike the DC power flow based studies 

discussed in section 3.4, reactive power is not neglected when computing an AC power flow based 

solution.  Therefore, AC power flow based contingency studies not only allow analysis of steady state 

MVA line flows, but bus voltages can be determined and checked for under/over voltage conditions.  

With the information available from an AC power flow, it is often desirable to form an assessment of how 

much a certain outage may affect the entire power system compared to other outage conditions.  

Naturally, such a need gives rise to the concept of a performance index for a power system during a 

contingency state.  Such a performance index would integrate all calculated line flows and bus voltages 

into a single index number reflecting the estimated physical security of a power system.  The performance 

index would also need to take into consideration the MVA limits of all branches in the power system, as 

well as tolerable voltage variations at each system bus.   

 When evaluating the performance of a power system against branch overloads, the overload 

performance index  is defined as: 

                                                                 
 

 

                                                          3.10  

Here,    is the calculated MVA flow on line  from the power flow solution.  The MVA capacity of 

line  is , and  is just a design constant.  If  is large, then   /  will be near zero if the 

MVA flow on line  is less than the MVA capacity of line , but will approach infinity if the flow on line  

exceeds the MVA capacity of line .  While values of  can theoretically be as large or small as desired, 
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in practice  is a finite number.  This results in branches that are not overloaded contributing some 

number less than one to the performance index, and overloaded lines adding some finite value greater 

than one assuming 1/2.  So it is not always the case where the contingency resulting in the most 

overloads is given the highest performance index.  Depending on the severity of overloads and how near 

the capacity limit overloaded branches are operating, the performance index ranking of a contingency will 

change for different values of  set in accordance with the needs of the designer.        

 Since bus voltages are also determined from the AC power flow solutions, it is possible to create 

a bus voltage variation performance index  defined as:  

                                                                
∆| |

∆| |
 

                                                            3.11  

The variable ∆| |  reflects the maximum allowable change in bus voltage, which can be based on 

utility engineer settings, reliability standards, or other criterion.  The change in bus voltage ∆| | is found 

by taking the magnitude of the difference between bus voltage magnitudes from a solved power flow with 

no outages and the power flow solution with outages.  Similar to the variable  from the overload 

performance index,  is just a design constant that affects the emphasis given in the performance index to 

bus voltage variations within tolerance limits compared to those exceeding the maximum specified 

voltage variation. 

 The voltage violation and overload performance indices can now be combined into a unified AC 

power flow performance  [4] given as:    

                                      
 

 

∆| |

∆| |
 

                                  3.12  

Once  values are calculated for all contingencies of concern, the resulting list of performance 

indices can be sorted such that the largest  is at the top of the list.  In this manner, utility engineers 

can study remedial action schemes for those credible contingences with severe performance impacts as 

identified by a highly ranked  value.  In the event a contingency with a critical performance impact 
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actually occurs, a response can be implemented by a system operator or remedial action scheme [10] to 

change the operation of a power system for purposes of mitigating the reliability impact of outages.  

 

3.6 Summary 

Since the cyber assets within an electric grid control the physical operation of the power system, 

this chapter delved into security analysis concepts that have relevance in assessing the physical 

consequences of a coordinated cyber attack for vulnerability analysis purposes.  It was explained that, to 

an extent, the power system is designed for resiliency in the face of naturally occurring failure events.  

However, a unique challenge resulting from cyber threats to the electric grid is that an attacker can target 

assets for attack that result in the emergence of a dangerous, low probability contingency scenario.  So 

even a system designed, protected, and operated for resiliency in the face of random component failures 

may be ill prepared to defend against deliberate failures coordinated by a cyber attacker.  The importance 

of contingency ranking methods was also discussed since a coordinated cyber attack would ultimately 

have the objective of inflicting a highly ranked contingency on the power grid.  This chapter then 

elaborated on the DC and AC power flow based contingency analysis methods in order to establish a 

baseline for evaluating the adverse reliability impact of possible contingency scenarios. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

APPLICATION OF GRAPH THEORY TO POWER SYSTEM VULNERABILITY 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter pertains to the fundamentals of graph theory (also referred to as network theory).  

The necessary concepts leading up to the definition of centrality measures are explained; centrality 

measures are then utilized to rank the relative importance of buses and lines in a power system for 

vulnerability analysis purposes.  Subsequently, centrality measures are compared to conventional DC 

power flow based sensitivity factors for a number of single contingency test cases.  Based on the results 

of statistical correlations and Wilcoxon signed rank tests, conclusions are then drawn concerning the 

potential utility of centrality for power system vulnerability studies.    

 

4.2  Definition of a Graph 

In a formal sense, a graph ,  consists of an ordered pair of vertices  and edges .  The 

finite nonempty vertex set of the graph  with  verticies is expressed as , , … , .  A 

graph  with  edges joining the vertices in  has an edge set defined as , , … , .  Edges 

and vertices are related in that any given edge  is a two-element subset of two adjacent vertices  and  

[1].  Simply stated, vertices can be thought of as points, and edges thought of as the lines connecting pairs 

of points.  Relating these graph theory (also referred to as network theory) terms to a power system, we 

can consider the buses in a power system as the set of vertices , and the transmission lines and 

transformers connecting the buses in a power system as the edges  [2].  Figure 4.1 shows a simple case 

for how the buses and branches of an example six bus power system may be graphically converted into an 

equivalent graph model of the same power system. 
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Figure 4.1:  Visual Representation of the Conversion of a 6-Bus Power System into a Graph 

 

However, since the branches in a power system have different impedances based on conductor 

length, circular area, and configuration it would be inappropriate to treat all edges equally in modeling a 

power system as a graph.  Therefore, we assign weights  to each edge in the graph model of a power 

system based on the estimated impedance of corresponding power system branch.  Yet the branch 

impedance  of a transmission line or transformer is a complex number, where the real component is a 

resistance  and the imaginary component is the reactance , such that .  Since graph theory 

is only suited to weighting edges with scalar quantities, approximating the complex branch impedances 

by scalar quantities is required.  The existing body of published research concerning graph theory and 

power systems has resolved this scalar edge weighting in one of two ways [3]: 

1) Utilize the magnitude of a branch impedance as the edge weight such that | |. 

2) Since the reactive component of a branch impedance is usually much greater than the resistive 

component (i.e. ≫ ), simply use the reactance of a branch as the edge weight such that 

. 
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For purposes of simplicity, we will elect to define edge weights in the manner described in the 

second option.  As will be described in the next section, the value of edge weights for our purposes is to 

reflect the electrical distance between buses in a power system.  In cases where buses are not directly 

adjacent, utilizing | | will result in a path distance that reflects the sum of magnitudes of 

complex numbers, which is not a conventional mathematical operation.  By defining , we can 

reasonably reflect the electrical distance between two buses without complicating the shortest path 

algorithms forming the foundation of the centrality measures in which we are interested.      

Given a graph model of a power system consisting of vertices  corresponding to system buses, 

edges  representing the system branches, and edge weights  reflecting the branch impedances, we 

can now represent the relations between buses as an adjacency matrix.  For a graph of order , where the 

order of a graph is defined as the total number of vertices, we can represent the graph  as an  

adjacency matrix  [4], where the entry  in the  row and  column of  is defined as: 

if   is adjacent to  ∈

0 otherwise
 

Formulation of the adjacency matrix is similar in nature to formulation of the  [5] matrix.  However, 

nonzero off diagonal terms in  reflect the branch impendence instead of the admittance, and diagonal 

terms in  are zero rather than the nonzero bus coupling terms found in the diagonal elements of the  

.    

 

4.3  Shortest Path Problem 

Some analytical techniques used to rank the importance of vertices and edges in a graph rely on 

being able to determine the shortest path between a pair of vertices.  Namely, the closeness centrality 

measure discussed in section 4.4.3 and the betweeness centrality measures discussed in sections 4.4.4 and 

4.4.5 require determination of the shortest path between pairs of vertices.  Fundamentally, shortest path 

algorithms seek to determine the minimum distance required to traverse from some vertex  to another 

vertex .  Since in our study we are defining edge weights as the branch reactances, the shortest path 
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between two vertices will effectively be the minimum sum of branch reactances required to form a  

path.    

 There are a number of algorithms for determining the shortest path between all pairs of vertices in 

a graph.  Here, we will focus on the relatively simple Floyd-Warshall algorithm [6][7].  However, if the 

adjacency matrix of a graph is sparse Johnson’s algorithm [8] will be more computationally efficient, and 

the Bellman-Ford algorithm [9][10] can be utilized in cases where edge weights are allowed to be 

negative.   

The Floyd-Warshall algorithm starts with an initialized distance matrix  with entries , .  

The initial distance matrix is merely the adjacency matrix with infinity entries in the off diagonal terms 

where an edge does not exist, defined as:   

,

       0,                             

,       is adjacent to 

    ∞,      otherwise           
 

For a graph with  vertices, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm will require  iterations to completely cycle 

through the three nested loops to yield a shortest path distance matrix , whose entries ,  correspond 

to the length of the shortest path between vertices  and  is the manner shown below:   

:  

       1:  

            1:  

                 1:  

                    , , , , ,  

For each iteration, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm checks each entry ,  of  in search of a shorter path 

from vertex  to vertex  passing through vertex .  If the sum , ,  is less than the current 

entry of , , then the Floyd-Warshall algorithm will replace the entry  ,  with , ,

, .  In this manner, the computational performance complexity of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm is 

, or the process requires an amount of work proportional to .  The space complexity of the Floyd-
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Warshall algorithm is , meaning the amount of memory needed to store the result of the Floyd-

Warshall algorithm is of order .   

 

4.4  Centrality Measures 

In this study, the rationale behind studying graph theory applications to power systems is based 

on potential insight into how an attacker in possession of limited information may target components of a 

power system such that the adverse reliability impact of a coordinated cyber attack is maximized.  So 

when modeling a physical power system as a graph, the goal is to use the graph model to determine how 

important the various edges (branches such as transmission lines, transformers) and vertices (buses) are in 

relation to one another in a given system.  While the precise definition of an ‘important’ power system 

bus or branch relates to reliability criteria in the physical system, in a graph theory sense a number of 

centrality measures have been developed to assign a ranking coefficient to each vertex or edge in a graph.  

While these ranking coefficients have little meaning independently, their relative values can provide some 

insight as to the importance of vertices and edges compared to each other.  In the following subsections, 

the degree, eigenvector, closeness, and vertex betweeness centrality measures are examined for purposes 

of ranking the vertices of a graph, as well as the edge betweeness centrality measure for ranking the 

importance of graph edges [3].   

 

4.4.1  Degree Centrality 

 One of the more simplistic centrality measures for assigning a relative importance to each vertex 

of a graph is the degree centrality measure, defined as: 

1
 

Here, the degree centrality of vertex  is simply the degree of vertex  divided by the normalizing 

constant  1.  Since the maximum degree of a vertex is one less than the total number of vertices, the 

1 normalizing constant effectively ensures that the degree centrality remains bounded in the interval 
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0,1 .  The underlying concept behind degree centrality is that a given vertex  in graph  will have the 

greatest capacity to influence some other vertex ∈  if  and  are adjacent, i.e. there is an 

edge , ∈ .  Therefore, if the maximal degree of  is Δ  and the minimal degree of  is 

, then a vertex  will have the greatest capacity to influence other vertices in  if Δ , 

and  will have minimal influence if δ .  However, if δ Δ  then  has 

some relative influence proportional to the value of  within the integer interval δ …Δ .        

 

4.4.2  Eigenvector Centrality 

The eigenvector centrality method defines the importance of a bus in the power system based on 

the coupling of the bus to high-ranking neighboring buses.  This is found by finding the maximum 

eigenvalue  and eigenvectors  of the adjacency matrix  of a power system.  For this particular 

centrality measure, branch admittances are utilized for the edge weights of nonzero terms in the adjacency 

matrix since the branch admittances scale directly with the coupling of a bus to a given neighboring bus.  

Expressed as an equation, the eigenvector centrality for each bus  of an  bus power system is defined as: 

1

| |
 

Here, it can be seen that the eigenvector centrality of each bus is proportional to the sum of the centralities 

of all connected buses.  It is also worth noting that the eigenvector centrality measure is often related to 

the degree centrality measure in that a bus with high eigenvector centrality will typically be adjacent to 

buses with high degree centrality.  

 

4.4.3 Closeness Centrality 

 In utilizing the Floyd-Warshall or alternate shortest path algorithm, we can develop a more 

sophisticated centrality measure for determining the importance of a vertex.  The closeness centrality 
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measure defines the importance of a vertex ∈  as the mean geodesic distance from the vertex  to 

all other vertices in  in the manner shown below: 

∑ ,∈ \

1
 

Here, the ,  term consists of the entries of the shortest path distance matrix , denoting the length of 

the shortest path between vertices  and .  The  1 divisor is attributed to the 1 vertices 

reachable from some vertex  (for a connected graph with  vertices).  However, since the above version 

of closeness centrality would result in vertices having a large mean geodesic distance to all other vertices 

having a greater  closeness centrality value than vertices that are actually “closer” in the sense of there 

being a smaller mean geodesic distance to all other vertices, the closeness centrality measure can 

alternatively appear as:      

1

∑ ,∈ \
 

which is merely the inversion of the initial closeness centrality measure for a given vertex .  In this 

inverted form, a vertex with a smaller relative mean geodesic distance to all other vertices will have a 

larger closeness centrality value.          

 

4.4.4 Vertex Betweeness Centrality 

While the closeness centrality measure is well suited to identifying centrally located vertices, in 

many applications it is often desirable to attribute the importance of a vertex according to its influence on 

the shortest path of flow between vertices.  This is particularly relevant in applications such as the 

internet, where routers tend to direct information packets through a network in order to minimize the time 

delay between a source of information and the end host.  Therefore, the betweeness centrality measure 

introduces a quantity , defined as follows:        

1,     if vertex   lies on the shortest path between   and   

0,     otherwise                                                                                                           
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However, it is possible for there to be multiple parallel paths between pairs of vertices of equal distance, 

so we introduce the term  defined as: 

total number of unique shortest paths between   and    

Given these definitions for  and  we can now express the betweeness centrality for a 

vertex  as:  

C

∈

 

It is important to note that a modified version of the shortest path algorithm is required to keep track of 

the vertices on each shortest path (or paths if more than one shortest path exists) between pairs of vertices.  

Given a complete set of shortest paths between all pairs of vertices, the betweeness centrality algorithm 

essentially awards points to a given vertex for being on a shortest path between pairs of vertices (or 

fractional points if more than one shortest path exists).  The final vertex betweeness centrality values then 

give an indication as to relative importance of a given vertex to the flow between all vertices in a graph.  

 

4.4.5 Edge Betweeness Centrality 

 In the act of tracking the vertices encountered along shortest paths, it is also possible to develop a 

betweeness centrality measure of the edges in a graph, defined as:  

∈

 

Here, the definition of  remains the same, but now  can be defined as:    

1,     if edge   lies on the shortest path between   and   

0,     otherwise                                                                                   
 

In this manner, we now have an edge betweeness centrality measure for the edges in a graph indicating 

the relative importance of each edge to the efficient flow between all vertices in a graph.  
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4.5 Correlation of Centrality Measures to Linear Sensitivity Factors 

With the five centrality measure definitions described in section 4.4, the questions remains 

concerning whether any graph theory centrality measures reflect a conventional method of understanding 

the impact of a given contingency.  In order to quickly screen a centrality measure for potential utility, we 

correlate the DC power flow based impact factors defined in section 3.4 with the corresponding vertex 

and edge centrality measures for a series of test systems.  In this manner, the bus injection impact factor 

(BIIF) will serve as a baseline for determining a critical loss of generation or load at a bus, and the degree, 

eigenvector, closeness, and vertex betweeness centrality measures will be considered promising 

candidates for further study if the centrality measure correlates well with the BIIF.  Likewise, the line 

outage impact factor (LOIF) for assessing the reliability consequences for the loss of a branch will be 

correlated with the edge betweeness centrality measure to assess whether or not edge betweeness warrants 

further investigation concerning a limited information contingency analysis technique. 

By performing these correlations, we attempt to validate whether any centrality measures have a 

consistent, statistically significant similarity with the DC power flow based sensitivity methods.  When 

correlating the BIIF with a vertex centrality measure, or the LOIF with an edge centrality measure, a 

correlation coefficient R ranging from -1 to 1 will reflect the degree of similarity between the two 

measures [11].  For instance, an R coefficient of 1 would indicate the measures are perfectly identical, a -

1 would indicate the measures are perfectly opposite from one another, and an R coefficient of 0 would 

mean there is no relationship between the two measures.  These correlations were performed for the 

smaller IEEE test systems: IEEE-14 bus system, IEEE-30 bus system, IEEE-57 bus system, and IEE-118 

bus system [12] as well as a larger Polish 2383 bus winter peak test system from the 1999-2000 year, 

Polish 2736 bus summer peak system from the year 2004, Polish 2737 bus summer off-peak system from 

the year 2004, Polish 2746 winter peak system from the year 2003-2004, Polish 2746 winter off-peak 

system from the year 2003-2004 [13]. 

Both small and large test systems were chosen for analysis in order to provide some indication as 

to the consistency of results across a variety of power system topologies and operating conditions.  
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Correlation coefficients for each simulation are shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 below along with the p-value 

level of significance test statistics [14] (note that any test statistic less than 10-308 will register as zero due 

to underflow restrictions inherent to performing double-precision floating point arithmetic [15]).   

 

Table 4.1:  Vertex Centrality Measures Correlated with the N-1 Bus Injection Impact Index 

Test System 
Correlation, ,  Correlation, ,  Correlation, ,  Correlation, ,  
R coeff p-value R coeff p-value R coeff p-value R coeff p-value 

IEEE-14 -0.7681 1.01×10-3 -0.8816 1.14×10-6 -0.5699 2.83×10-3 -0.3770 1.69×10-2 
IEEE-30 -0.4885 1.56×10-12 0.1680 1.74×10-16 -0.6923 4.36×10-11 -0.3152 2.49×10-4 
IEEE-57 -0.4218 6.42×10-25 0.0442 9.60×10-28 -0.6580 2.01×10-21 -0.2598 7.54×10-8 
IEEE-118 -0.2992 3.20×10-59 -0.3473 3.34×10-65 -0.6409 9.67×10-46 -0.4156 2.40×10-7 
Polish-2383 -0.0956 0 -0.0594 0 -0.6354 0 -0.3565 3.31×10-39 
Polish-2736sp -0.2372 0 -0.1471 0 -0.3647 0 -0.3387 2.22×10-53 
Polish-2737sop -0.2343 0 -0.1229 0 -0.3712 0 -0.3390 2.30×10-53 
Polish-2746wp -0.2470 0 -0.0798 0 -0.3714 0 -0.3416 1.91×10-53 
Polish-2746wop -0.2416 0 -0.0813 0 -0.3902 0 -0.3421 2.13×10-53 
 

Table 4.2:  Edge Centrality Measure Correlated with the N-1 Line Outage Impact Factor 

Test System 
Correlation, ,  

,  p-value 
IEEE-14 0.5179 1.39×10-4 
IEEE-30 0.5679 2.10×10-9 
IEEE-57 0.6609 3.79×10-12 
IEEE-118 0.5519 4.91×10-12 
Polish-2383wp 0.6012 6.83×10-68 
Polish-2736sp 0.5332 8.82×10-86 
Polish-2737sop 0.5373 9.34×10-86 
Polish-2746wp 0.5344 1.50×10-85 
Polish-2746wop 0.5357 1.87×10-85 

 

The results of the correlation simulations highlight several important relationships.  It is notable 

that the eigenvector centrality measure does not consistently correlate with the BIIF, as the correlation 

coefficients range from strongly negative to weakly positive.  However, the remaining centrality measures 

do appear to have some consistent correlation with their corresponding BIIF and LOIF metrics.  The 

closeness centrality measure appears to have a weak to moderately strong negative linear relationship 

with the BIIF index across all nine test systems, and the degree and vertex betweeness centrality measures 

have a seemingly consistently weak negative correlation with the BIIF index.  In order to further analyze 

the vertex centrality measures correlated with the BIIF index, scatter plots of the correlations such as 
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those shown in figure 4.2 for the IEEE 57 bus system and Polish 2383 bus system were reviewed.  This 

was necessary to assure a linear relationship between the two indices and an ability to rank contingencies 

(i.e., there is not an excessive number of components that share a top rank).    

 

 

Figure 4.2:  Degree, Eigenvector, Closeness, and Vertex Betweeness Centrality Correlations with the Bus 
Injection Impact Factor (BIIF) for the Polish-2383wp (Left) and IEEE-57 (Right) Systems. 
 

From the correlation plots in figure 4.2, it appears that the only vertex centrality index resulting in 

a fairly linear trend is the closeness centrality measure.  While there may be a somewhat linear 

appearance in the vertex betweeness centrality correlation plots, the negative trend in the correlation 

coupled with the number of buses having zero vertex betweeness centrality yields a series of top 

contingencies that are unrankable.  For example, in the larger Polish 2383 bus winter peak system there 

are 560 buses with zero centrality.  Essentially, this means that there are far too many top ranked 

contingencies identified by the vertex centrality method sharing a number one ranking for the measure to 

be useful.  However, the smaller coefficients for the correlation of closeness centrality with the BIIF for 

the Polish-2736sp, Polish- 2737sop, Polish-2746wp, and Polish-2746wop is of note, as it provides some 

evidence indicating the closeness centrality measure is not consistent.  Since these four Polish test 

systems are topologically similar, we would expect the correlation coefficients to be approximately equal.  
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Yet a closer examination of figure 4.3 indicates that the weak correlation of the four Polish test systems is 

primarily due to a cluster of outliers shared by all four plots.  While the existence of outlier data points 

does not necessarily rule out the closeness centrality measure in being considered for vulnerability 

analysis purposes, it does suggest some caution in trusting the measure to reliably rank critical 

contingencies.  

 

 

Figure 4.3:  Closeness Centrality Correlations with the Bus Injection Impact Factor (BIIF) for the  
Polish-2736wp (Left) and Polish-2746wop (Right) Systems. 
 

 Scatter plots were also analyzed for the correlations involving the edge betweeness centrality and 

LOIF measures.  As observed in figure 4.4 for the IEEE 57 bus system and Polish 2383 bus system, the 

relationship between the two line vulnerability indices (  and ) appears linear.  Since the correlation 

coefficients ranged from approximately 0.52 to 0.66, additional plots are not shown to investigate 
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inconsistencies in correlation coefficients across test systems.  For the purposes of this screening of 

centrality measures, the edge betweeness centrality and LOIF correlations yielded consistently strong 

results.   

 

 

Figure 4.4:  Edge Betweeness Centrality Correlation with the Line Outage Impact Factor (LOIF) for the 
IEEE-57 (Left) and Polish-2383wp (Right) Systems. 
 

4.6 Statistical Comparison of Centrality and Linear Sensitivity for N-1 Contingencies 

While correlating entire data sets for the centrality and linear sensitivity factor based vulnerability 

indices provides useful information concerning how a specific centrality measure may be used to rank the 

relative importance of contingencies, such an analysis does not wholly reveal the utility of a centrality 

measure with respect to planning a cyber attack.  A cyber attacker would only be interested in using a 

vulnerability index to identify a subset of highly ranked targets that, if successfully attacked, are likely to 

result in a reasonably high impact adverse reliability scenario.  Therefore, to assess the usefulness of a 

centrality technique, we perform a more in-depth statistical analysis of the top ten contingencies indicated 

by a given centrality technique compared to the corresponding rank of the component as indicated by 

relevant LSF based index.  Since we are comparing matched pairs of line or bus vulnerability rankings, 

the Wilcoxon signed rank test [16] was utilized to estimate the median difference between the two 

rankings for purposes of providing some indication as to the level of difference between ranking systems.  

For each case a Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to test the following null hypothesis: 
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H0: There is not a difference between the DC power flow based index and the centrality based index 

being tested. 

 

In the event that the lower bound and upper bound of the estimated median difference between 

ranking indices encompass the zero median difference, the null hypothesis would fail to be rejected (i.e. 

the two indices are statistically identical for the stated confidence interval).  Conversely, if the lower 

bound and upper bound of the estimated median difference between ranking indices does not encompass 

the zero median difference, the null hypothesis would be rejected (i.e., the two indices are statistically 

different for the stated confidence interval) [17].  An example of the matched pair difference data 

generated for use with the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the resulting statistical results is shown in table 

4.3 for the edge betweeness and LOIF based indices.  In hypothesis testing, the confidence interval sets 

the range of values expected to encompass the true median a certain percentage of the time.  Here, 

statistical results were calculated using Minitab [18], which sets a default confidence level of 95% 

commonly used in statistical studies.  However, depending on the sample size it is not always possible to 

achieve a confidence level of exactly 95%.  Rather, a confidence level near 95% is achieved, resulting in 

the 94.7% confidence level observed in table 4.3 for the comparisons of ten quantities from each of the 

two ranking systems. 
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Table 4.3:  Matched Pair Data from the Polish-2383wp System, Edge Betweeness Centrality and LOIF 

Line Centrality Rank LOIF Rank Matched Pair Difference 
15-165 1 4 3 
18-76 2 56 54 
20-18 3 1 -2 
67-20 4 2 -2 
159-165 5 8 3 
18-15 6 5 -1 
138-67 7 3 -4 
159-176 8 126 118 
176-158 9 21 12 
8-18 10 19 9 
 Estimated Median Difference 5.0 
 94.7% Confidence Interval -1.5 to 58.0 
 Conclusion Fail to Reject H0 

 

While only the closeness and edge betweeness centrality methods were identified as adequate 

candidates for a top 10 ranking analysis, the degree centrality rankings compared to the corresponding 

BIIF ranks were also analyzed in order to provide some basis for comprehending the severity of 

differences between rankings that do not linearly correlate well.  As is shown in table 4.4, the median 

difference between the top ten degree centrality bus rankings matched to the BIIF based bus index 

rankings tends to drastically scale upwards with the size of the test system.  Additionally, the 94.7% 

confidence interval bounds of the estimated median difference between the degree centrality and BIIF 

based rankings expand as the subset of top ten buses becomes a smaller portion of the total number of 

system buses to such an extent that one would expect similar results from comparing two measures 

assigning bus ranks at random.  

Table 4.4:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top 10 Vulnerabilities – Degree Centrality Matched to the 
BIIF Index 

Test System N Estimated Median Lower Bound Upper Bound Achieved Confidence
IEEE-14 10 0.5 -1.5 3.0 94.7% 
IEEE-30 10 3.5 -1.5 8.0 94.7% 
IEEE-57 10 12.5 3.5 22.5 94.7% 
IEEE-118 10 35.5 11.5 63.5 94.7% 
Polish-2383wp 10 1104 319 1925 94.7% 
Polish-2736sp 10 1385 807 1937 94.7% 
Polish-2737sop 10 1381 768 1970 94.7% 
Polish-2746wp 10 1496 924 2055 94.7% 
Polish-2746wop 10 1371 799 1976 94.7% 
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The estimated median differences between the closeness centrality top 10 bus rankings matched 

to the BIIF bus rankings are shown in table 4.5 along with the 94.7% confidence interval bounds.  The 

results indicate the estimated median differences remain closer to zero as the number of test system buses 

increase compared to the degree centrality method.  However, an increase in the range of values 

encompassed in the 94.7% confidence interval for larger test systems indicates that the closeness 

centrality method will prove unreliable at correctly identifying the top 10% of high impact buses.  As 

such, it is concluded that the Closeness Centrality measure fails to provide a reasonable estimate for the 

top ten sensitive buses as indicated by the BIIF based index. 

 
Table 4.5:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top 10 Vulnerabilities – Closeness Centrality Matched to the 
BIIF Index 

Test System N Estimated Median Lower Bound Upper Bound Achieved Confidence
IEEE-14 10 1.0 -1.0 4.5 94.7% 
IEEE-30 10 3.0 0.0 6.5 94.7% 
IEEE-57 10 4.5 -1.0 11.5 94.7% 
IEEE-118 10 -19.5 -37.0 -12.0 94.7% 
Polish-2383wp 10 80 20 404 94.7% 
Polish-2736sp 10 676 275 1060 94.7% 
Polish-2737sop 10 652 275 1006 94.7% 
Polish-2746wp 10 690 318 999 94.7% 
Polish-2746wop 10 669 353 959 94.7% 
 
 

While the vertex centrality based top 10 bus ranking may have matched poorly with the BIIF 

based bus rankings, the results shown in table 4.6 indicate that the edge betweeness line rankings match 

well to the paired LOIF based line ranks.  For each test system, the 94.7% confidence interval 

encompasses the zero median (a zero median indicates no statistical difference in the top ten lines 

identified by the edge betweeness centrality and LOIF based indices).  Furthermore, the confidence 

interval appears to remain fairly constricted around the estimated median difference, even for large test 

systems.  Such results provide evidence in support of the edge betweeness centrality measure to reliably 

rank critical contingencies. 
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Table 4.6:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top 10 Vulnerabilities – Edge Betweeness Centrality 
Matched to the LOIF Index 

Test System N Estimated Median Lower Bound Upper Bound Achieved Confidence
IEEE-14 10 3.0 -1.5 7.0 94.7% 
IEEE-30 10 5.0 -2.0 11.5 94.7% 
IEEE-57 10 6.0 -1.5 10.0 94.7% 
IEEE-118 10 4.5 -1.0 10.5 94.7% 
Polish-2383wp 10 5.0 -1.5 58.0 94.7% 
Polish-2736sp 10 6.0 -1.0 23.0 94.7% 
Polish-2737sop 10 7.5 -1.0 20.0 94.7% 
Polish-2746wp 10 7.5 -1.0 23.5 94.7% 
Polish-2746wop 10 10 -2.0 28.5 94.7% 
 
 
 
4.7 Summary 

 In this chapter, the necessary theoretical background for applying graph theory to a power system 

was presented.  Graph theory based centrality measures were then applied to the power system to rank N-

1 generator/load and line outage contingencies.  These graph theory based rankings were compared to DC 

power flow based linear contingency screening methods for assessing the sensitivity of power system line 

flows to bus injection and line outage contingencies.  Correlation and non-parametric statistical tests 

indicated the closeness centrality measure was most suited to identifying high impact bus injection 

contingencies, and the edge betweeness centrality measure posed a promising measure for identifying 

high impact line outage contingencies.  As a result of these studies, it is concluded that the closeness 

centrality and edge betweeness centrality measures are the most promising candidates for use in 

developing an N-X graph theory based vulnerability assessment algorithm. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TOPOLOGY ATTACK SCENARIOS AND SIMULATION STUDIES 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In chapter 4, statistical evidence was presented indicating a significant relationship between the 

closeness and edge betweeness centrality measures and the analogous linear sensitivity factors for the N-1 

contingency case.  In an effort to build upon the chapter 4 results, the focus of this chapter will be on 

generalizing the closeness and edge betweeness centrality measures for use in N-X contingency analysis 

studies.  Here, the objective of ranking contingencies using limited information remains the same as the 

chapter 4 single contingency studies.  Only now the goal is development of a centrality based tool capable 

of ranking at least three concurrent contingencies such that the top five percent of ranked N-X 

contingences have a higher than average mean AC power flow (ACPF) based performance index.  This 

goal is realized by proposing separate N-X graph theory based bus and branch vulnerability analysis 

measures.  Subsequent statistical comparisons are then made between the graph theory measures 

compared to the corresponding DC power flow based N-X linear sensitivity measures.  In an attempt to 

develop a unified centrality performance index for ranking N-X contingencies, a method to combine the 

two closeness and edge betweeness based N-X contingency algorithms is proposed.  This unified 

centrality performance index is then compared to a conventional ACPF based performance index.  The 

statistical results of the centrality and ACPF performance index comparisons provide evidence in support 

of the centrality based performance index to select branch and generator outage contingencies that 

statistically have a higher expected ACPF performance index value than contingencies selected at 

random.  A presentation of how vulnerability assessments based on centrality performance indices can be 

validated within a test bed environment is also included, along with contingency performance assessments 

using direct measurements from a real time power system simulator.  While the purpose of this research is 

chiefly to develop background knowledge concerning coordinated attack models based on limited 
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information, at the end of this chapter prospective defensive applications of topology based performance 

indices are discussed in order to offer guidance for future research activities.    

 

5.2  Selectivity Considerations 

 Before delving into an N-X topology based vulnerability algorithm, it is first important to note 

that an attacker has the option to select targets for attack based on screening measures used by operators 

to generate a short list of contingencies warranting further analysis.  Given the size and computations 

involved in studying contingencies, system operators often select only a short list consisting of those 

contingencies most likely to result in a line overload or bus voltage violation to study.  By examining a 

short list of likely cases of concern, the amount of time needed to execute a contingency analysis program 

can be quick enough that potential operational security constraint issues can be addressed within a 

reasonable amount of time.  A common selectivity filtering assumption is to neglect analyzing 

contingencies involving losses of lines below a certain power transfer (such as 100MW) [1].  

Additionally, under NERC critical infrastructure protection standard CIP-002-4 [2] general criteria are 

established designating assets as critical despite the operational state of the power system at a specific 

moment in time.  Examples of critical asset criteria from CIP-002-4 include those generation facilities 

exceeding 1500MW or 1000MVAR and transmission facilities exceeding 500kV.  While capacity and 

operational based selection filtering assumptions have their uses, there is often a speed/accuracy tradeoff 

associated with skipping potentially critical cases or being overwhelmed with information to analyze.  For 

example, taking more conservative threshold limits tends to result in a short list that is too large to 

analyze in a timely manner.  Conversely, a smaller short list may be quicker to analyze, but some 

contingencies left off the short list may in fact be critical and warrant further analysis.     

 By using topology based methods for contingency analysis rather than focusing on the capacity, 

bus voltage, power injection, or power transfer of a specific asset, we instead utilize the location of a bus 

or line in the power system as the primary selectivity concern.  This approach has the benefit of utilizing 

information more readily available to an attacker, while also taking into account relevant system level 
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relationships between buses and branches that go beyond capacity based assessments.  However, in order 

to accomplish such a topology based selectivity study, the closeness centrality and edge betweeness 

centrality concepts presented in section 4.4 must be integrated into a unified measure with the ability to 

rank simultaneous bus injection and line outage contingencies resulting from a coordinated attack on a 

power system.    

 

5.3 Development of a Graph Theory Based N-X Contingency Analysis Algorithm 

 Given the significant statistical relation of closeness centrality and edge betweeness centrality to 

conventional measures for N-1 bus injection and line outage contingencies respectively, algorithms are 

developed in this section that generalize centrality measures presented in section 4.4.3 and 4.4.5 to the N-

X case.  However, existing centrality measures have not been developed for assessing the importance of 

multiple elements taken simultaneously.  Therefore, algorithms presented in this section are designed to 

be as analogous as feasible to DC power flow based multiple contingency screening methodologies [3-4].    

 

5.3.1 Closeness Centrality 

 The statistical analysis concerning the utility of vertex centrality measures performed in sections 

4.5 and 4.6 indicated a lack of suitability of the four vertex centrality measures in relation to generation or 

load outage contingencies.  However, since closeness centrality proved the strongest vertex centrality 

candidate, in this section we will generalize the closeness centrality algorithm to identify high impact N-X 

generator or load contingencies.  Modeling an N-X outage through graph theory is not straightforward.  

Generator and load outages only result in loss of power injection at a bus, so from a topology standpoint 

the graph ,  remains unchanged since the contingency does not result in loss of buses or lines in 

the power system.  Therefore, even in the presence of a bus injection contingency, the closeness centrality 

measure for each vertex will remain unchanged.  Accordingly, assessing an N-X contingency can only be 

based on combining closeness centrality terms from the base case . 
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 To extend the closeness centrality concept to the general case involving N-X bus injection 

outages, we first note that for an  bus power system being modeled as a graph , the set of vertices 

∈  correspond to the power system buses.  Now we define some  contingency case ∈ , 

where ⊂ .  A new closeness centrality impact measure  can then be introduced reflecting a 

collective topology assessment of multiple generator outages, defined as:  

                                                                         | |

∈

                                                                       5.1  

In effect, the closeness centrality impact factor (CCIF) is just the sum of the closeness centrality of the 

vertices relating to the  vertices resulting in a loss of bus injection. 

 

5.3.2 Edge Betweeness Centrality 

 From sections 4.5 and 4.6, evidence was provided in support of the edge betweeness centrality 

measure as a strong candidate for selecting high impact line outage contingencies.  However, when 

transitioning from the N-1 to N-X case a complication occurs in that there does not exist a method of 

assessing the edge betweeness of multiple edges taken at the same time.  Since we are assessing edge 

betweeness for purposes of line outages in a power system, removal of  edges in  will result in a 

subgraph .  The resulting edge betweeness centrality  of the edges in  is 

fundamentally different from that exhibited in , so direct addition of  terms cannot 

be performed in the manner similar to section 5.3.1. 

 A procedure similar to that performed in an MLODF analysis is therefore proposed for combining 

edge betweeness centralities to determine a cumulative edge betweeness impact factor  for an N-X 

line outage contingency ∈ .  Here, we determine all combinations of edges in a N-X contingency 

case  taken 1 at a time, expressed as  in combinatoric notation.  We define the list ′ ∈

 as having unique row entries containing all but one of the of the edges .  Within a row   of 

′, the edge ,  from contingency  not appearing in ′  will be defined as , ∈ ∉ ′ .  
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We now define a subgraph ′ .  The edge betweeness of ,  can be now be taken from 

.  The collective edge betweeness impact for contingency  is therefore:            

                                                                     ,                                                                      5.2  

In this manner, the edge betweeness centrality impact factor (EBCIF) for an N-X contingency is basically 

the sum of the edge betweeness centralities for each individual outage edge, where the edge betweeness 

centrality of an outage edge is calculated from a subgraph formed by removing the other X-1 outage 

edges.  A flow chart of this procedure is included as figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1:  N-X Edge Betweeness Centrality Impact Algorithm 
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5.4 Statistical Comparison of Centrality and Linear Sensitivity for N-X Contingencies 

With closeness and edge betweeness centrality algorithms established for N-X contingencies, it is 

now imperative to determine whether these N-X contingency graph theory based algorithms relate at all 

to the respective Multiple Line Outage Impact Factor (MLOIF) or Multiple Bus Injection Impact Factor 

(MBIIF).  The conclusions drawn in sections 4.5 and 4.6 were specific to the N-1 case, so it must be 

verified whether or not closeness and edge betweeness centrality vulnerability measures can be accurately 

generalized to the N-X case.  Therefore, in this section correlations and Wilcoxon signed rank tests will 

be performed relating the closeness centrality impact measure to the DC power flow based multiple bus 

injection impact factor, and the edge betweeness impact factor will be related to the MLOIF.  These 

statistical tests were performed for both N-2 and N-3 results on the IEEE-14, IEEE-30, IEEE-57 bus 

systems, and for N-2 contingencies on the IEEE-118 bus system.  Larger systems or higher-order 

contingencies were not analyzed given the computational efficiency issues resulting from analyzing and 

comparing ranking systems based on an exponentially growing data set.      

 

5.4.1  Losses of Multiple Bus Injections 

The correlation results for the closeness centrality impact factor measure and multiple bus 

injection impact factor are presented in table 5.1.  From the case studies, the moderately strong negative 

correlation between the graph theory based closeness centrality measure and DC power flow based bus 

injection shift factors observed in the N-1 case holds consistent even for the generalized N-X case.  Of 

particular importance is how little the correlation coefficient varied amongst the N-1, N-2, and N-3 

comparisons within a specific test system.  For a given test system, the difference in correlation 

coefficients for the N-1, N-2, and N-3 cases varied by as little as 0.009 (IEEE-30 bus system) to as much 

as 0.042 (IEEE-118 bus system).       
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Table 5.1:  Closeness Centrality Impact Correlated with the N-X Multiple Bus Injection Impact Factor 
 

Test System 
N-2 N-3 

R coeff p-value R coeff p-value 
IEEE-14 -0.5503 1.7916 × 10-7 -0.5495 5.7545 × 10-24 
IEEE-30 -0.6920 3.7530 × 10-59 -0.6831 0 
IEEE-57 -0.6682 9.4216 × 10-200 -0.6679 0 
IEEE-118 -0.5981 0 ----- ----- 

 
 Sample plots relating the graph theory based CCIF and DC power flow based MBIIF are 

provided in figure 5.2.  From these plots, it is confirmed that there are no outliers leading to arbitrarily 

high correlation coefficients and that the two measures do, in fact, relate linearly.  Since the CCIF and 

MBIIF are related by a moderately strong correlation coefficient and the correlation plots do not expose 

any errant data set issues, the evidence provided supports the utility of the CCIF measure in determining 

the sensitivity of a power system to N-X bus injection contingencies.     

 

 

Figure 5.2:  Closeness Centrality Impact Correlations with the Multiple Bus Injection Impact Factor for 
the N-2 Case of the IEEE-118 (Left) System and N-3 Case of the IEEE-30 (Right) System 
 

 Similar to the discussion in section 4.6, we now also perform a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed 

rank test on the highly ranked contingencies identified by the CCIF measure matched to the ranking of the 

same contingency identified by the MBIIF.  However, unlike in section 4.6, the purpose of this statistical 

test is not to reject or fail to reject a specific null hypothesis.  Rather, we are using the Wilcoxon signed 
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rank test to garner a statistical assessment of similarity between the graph theory and DC power flow 

based contingency ranking schemes.  Furthermore, since N-X contingency cases produce N choose X 

combinations of contingencies to analyze, where N is the number of buses in the test system and X is the 

number of simultaneous bus injection contingencies, it is no longer appropriate to only evaluate the 

ranking similarity of the top 10 contingencies.  Since a single branch appears in multiple contingency 

cases, selecting too small a sample size risks over-biasing the results to a specific high-impact bus that 

frequently appears in high outages contingency cases.  Therefore, we select the top 5% of contingencies 

identified by the CCIF and compare these ranks to the corresponding MBIIF rank for the contingency.  

For the smaller N-2 case of the IEEE-14 bus system, the sample size is fixed at 10 to maintain a 

statistically relevant sample size, even though 5% of all contingency cases are actually less than 10.  The 

Wilcoxon signed rank tests for N-2 and N-3 contingency cases are summarized in tables 5.2 and 5.3.  

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are similar in format to tables 4.5 and 4.6.  However, tables 5.2 and 5.3 also include 

information concerning the total number of test system contingency cases and the estimated median 

percent difference between the two compared ranking systems. 

 
Table 5.2:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top N-2 Vulnerabilities – Closeness Centrality Impact 
Matched to the Multiple Bus Injection Impact Factor 

Test 
System 

Cases Sample 
Size 

Estimated 
Median 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Achieved 
Confidence 

Ranking % 
Difference 

IEEE-14 78 10 15.0 1.0 30.0 94.7% 19.2% 
IEEE-30 406 20 8.5 2.0 19.5 95.0% 2.1% 
IEEE-57 1540 77 163 108 223 95.0% 5.0% 
IEEE-
118 

6786 339 766 681 852 95.0% 11.3% 

 
 
Table 5.3:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top N-3 Vulnerabilities – Closeness Centrality Impact 
Matched to the Multiple Bus Injection Impact Factor 

Test 
System 

Cases Sample 
Size 

Estimated 
Median 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Achieved 
Confidence 

Ranking % 
Difference 

IEEE-14 286 14 50.0 11.5 90.0 94.8% 17.5% 
IEEE-30 3654 183 111.0 78.5 154.0 95.0% 5.0% 
IEEE-57 27,720 1386 1731 1570 1896 95.0% 5.0% 
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 The principal conclusion that the statistical evidence presented in tables 4.8 and 4.9 supports is 

that the top 5% of contingencies identified via the CCIF appear to reflect (in the worst case) the top 20% 

of contingencies ranked according to the MBIIF.  The two ranking systems cannot be considered 

statistically identical since the lower and upper bound of the median difference does not encompass the 

zero estimated median.  However, from a statistical perspective these results provide an indication that if 

a cyber attacker were to examine the top 5% of bus injection contingencies produced from a CCIF 

vulnerability assessment, it is estimated that the list of targets at which the attacker would be looking 

typically reflect the top 20% of multiple bus injection contingencies to which line flows are sensitive.   

 

5.4.2  Multiple Line Outages 

Correlation results for the edge betweeness centrality impact factor and multiple line outage 

impact factor are presented in table 5.4.  In order to simplify analysis of the results, for cases in which line 

outages caused an islanding situation (i.e., where one or more buses were disconnected from the rest of 

the power system) the case was neglected.  Unlike the N-1 case, these case studies indicate an extremely 

weak positive correlation between the graph theory based edge betweeness centrality measure and DC 

power flow based line outage impact factors.  This indicates that generalization of the N-1 betweeness 

centrality measure to the N-X case did not preserve the consistency of results.  While it is possible that 

some other edge betweeness centrality based algorithm may yield stronger correlation with the MLOIF, 

since the EBCIF algorithm developed in section 4.7.2 was modeled closely after conventionally accepted 

MLODF algorithm procedure, the prospects of edge betweeness centrality reflecting some conventional 

N-X contingency screening measure are not promising.   
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Table 5.4:  Edge Betweeness Centrality Impact Correlated with the N-X Multiple Line Outage Impact 
Factor 

Test System 
N-2 N-3 
R coeff p-value R coeff p-value 

IEEE-14 0.2838 2.4163e-004 0.2685 4.6602e-015 
IEEE-30 0.1817 1.9418e-006 0.1993 4.5385e-068 
IEEE-57 0.0461 0.0114 0.0394 7.4171e-027 
IEEE-118 0.2693 9.3170e-256 ----- ----- 

  
Despite the weak correlation coefficients, sample plots relating the graph theory based EBCIF 

and DC power flow based MLOIF are provided in figure 5.3.  It is interesting to note that while there are 

quite a few errant data points obscuring a clear trend, the higher ranked EBCIF contingencies do vaguely 

appear to result in higher MLOIF values (hence the weakly positive correlation coefficient).  While it 

would not be accurate to conclusively state a decisive trend, it would also not be accurate to conclude the 

MLOIF and EBCIF for two completely random, unrelated data sets.  Therefore, a closer examination of 

the Wilcoxon signed rank test results is required to give an indication as to the matching between graph 

theory and DC power flow based line outage contingency ranking methods in agreeing upon highly 

ranked contingencies. 

 

Figure 5.3:  Edge Betweeness Centrality Impact Correlations with the Multiple Line Outage Impact 
Factor for the N-2 Case of the IEEE-118 (Left) System and N-3 Case of the IEEE-30 (Right) System 
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 As was mentioned in section 5.4.1, the purpose of performing the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed 

rank test on the highly ranked contingencies identified by the EBCIF measure matched to the ranking of 

the same contingencies identified by the MLOIF is not to reject or fail to reject a specific null hypothesis.  

The degree of similarity between the graph theory and DC power flow based line outage contingency 

ranking measures is the focus of interest here.  Wilcoxon signed rank tests for N-2 and N-3 contingency 

cases are summarized in tables 5.5 and 5.6.    

 
Table 5.5:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top N-2 Vulnerabilities – Edge Betweeness Centrality Impact 
Matched to the Multiple Line Outage Impact Factor 

Test 
System 

Cases Sample 
Size 

Estimated 
Median 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Achieved 
Confidence 

Ranking % 
Difference 

IEEE-14 163 10 50.5 22.5 85.5 94.7% 31.0% 
IEEE-30 677 34 314 241 407 95.0% 46.4% 
IEEE-57 3,014 151 1285 1132 1427 95.0% 42.6% 

IEEE-
118 

15,500 775 2546 2381 2717 95.0% 
16.4% 

 
 
Table 5.6:  Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Top N-3 Vulnerabilities – Edge Betweeness Centrality Impact 
Matched to the Multiple Line Outage Impact Factor 

Test 
System 

Cases Sample 
Size 

Estimated 
Median 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Achieved 
Confidence 

Ranking % 
Difference 

IEEE-14 823 41 283 188 388 95.0% 34.4% 
IEEE-30 7,504 375 2497 2238 2751 95.0% 33.3% 
IEEE-57 73,930 3697 32628 31906 33342 95.0% 44.1% 
  
  

Of particular interest from tables 5.5 and 5.6 is the ranking percent difference column.  Here, 

statistical evidence is presented indicating that the top 5% of contingencies identified via the EBCIF 

appear to be ranked differently from those identified through the MLOIF by some estimated median 

difference in the range of 16% to 44%.  Such results seem to provide further evidence in support of the 

marginal utility of the EBCIF in determining the sensitivity of changes in line flows to some N-X line 

outage contingency.  However, in the absence of information concerning the operational state of a power 
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system, the marginal utility of the EBCIF may prove better than nothing when selecting targets for a 

coordinated cyber attack resulting in multiple line outages.  

 

5.5 Combining Graph Theory Bus Injection and Line Outage Measures 

 In section 5.3, N-X contingency ranking methods based on closeness centrality and edge 

betweeness centrality were proposed.  However, for a graph theory based contingency ranking technique 

to be broadly applicable, the centrality measures must be combined such that bus and branch ranking 

techniques can be evaluated simultaneously.  In order to perform this function, we draw from the ACPF 

based performance index [5] defined in section 3.5, reiterated here as follows:  

                                 
 

 

∆| |

∆| |
 

                                   5.3  

Here, line flows and bus voltages make up the two constituent terms of the ACPF performance index.  

While not directly analogous, the closeness centrality impact assigns a bus ranking to a contingency based 

on topology rather than on changes in bus voltage.  Similarly, the edge betweeness centrality measure 

assesses the importance of a line based on edge topology rather than on how near line flows are to an 

overload limit.   

By relating the closeness centrality impact to the bus voltage performance index term we can 

examine analogous relationships of:   

                                             
∆| |

∆| |
 

⟶

∈

                                              5.4  

Similar to how ∆| |  sets a maximum permissible voltage variation at a bus,  can be a design 

constant indicating some threshold closeness centrality value of interest for a given contingency .  

Depending on the values of the design constants  and , the proportionate weight assigned to a 

contingency bus can be altered to reflect the intent and needs specific to the circumstances required.  
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Also, note the closeness centrality terms are raised to a negative exponent to account for the inverse 

relation closeness centrality exhibited with the bus injection shift factors.     

 For the edge betweeness centrality impact, we can study the following analogous relation with the 

branch from performance index terms:   

                                                
 

 

⟶
,

∈

                                                 5.5  

Here, similar to how   reflects the power transfer capacity limit of a branch in the power system, 

 is a design constant reflecting some edge betweeness threshold of interest for outaged edge ,  in 

the set of outaged lines .  Again, to reflect the intended requirements of a user, the design constants  

and  can be tailored to affect the weights assigned to line outage cases necessary to emulate the 

situational conditions of interest.    

 Putting the closeness and edge betweeness centrality impact measures together, we now have a 

centrality based performance index for ranking bus injection and line outage contingencies, expressed as:  

                                      
,

∈ ∈

                                       5.6  

This centrality performance index is structurally similar to the ACPF performance index.  However, since 

it is based on the branch and bus structural topology of a power system, the resulting ranking of line and 

bus injection contingencies is unlikely to reflect the ACPF performance index in all cases.  Though if a 

topological contingency in a power system is able to cause the underlying conditions needed for the 

genesis of a serious operational failure, it is expected the centrality performance index will share some 

highly ranked contingencies with the ACPF performance index. 

 

5.6  Comparison of Topology and Power Flow Based Performance Indices 

 Despite the fundamental differences between the centrality performance index presented in 

section 5.5 and the conventional ACPF performance index, we compare the measures for a modified 
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IEEE-14 bus system (see appendix A for the bus and branch data) in order to provide some basis for 

analyzing how a topology based performance index relates to ACPF based performance indices.  Since 

there is not a direct mathematical derivation relating the power flow and centrality analyses, the 

comparisons performed in this section are statistical in nature.  We are effectively attempting to validate 

whether or not there is evidence in support of the centrality based performance index in selecting higher 

ranked critical contingencies as identified through an ACPF performance index.  Investigation of this 

issue is examined by performing statistical comparisons for an N-3 contingency analysis on a modified 

IEEE-14 bus system.  Larger test systems were not studied since the results presented in this section will 

be utilized for RTDS simulations in sections 5.7 and 5.8.  Given computational hardware limitations of 

the available test bed, larger test systems are not possible to simulate in RTDS.  A modification made to 

the IEEE-14 bus system was setting the four PV buses to generate 55MW each in order to convert the 

three synchronous condensers to generators, thereby expanding potential non-swing generator targets 

from one to four.  Additionally, the IEEE-14 bus system did not specify MVA ratings for branches, so it 

was assumed that all lines were at 75% capacity (rounded up to the nearest whole number) during the 

base case with all components in service.  Since the IEEE-14 bus system is relatively small, contingency 

cases of order higher than the N-3 case were not studied.  Simulated N-3 contingency cases involved all 

combinations of one generator outage and two line outages, with cases resulting in an islanding condition 

neglected in order to simplify the analysis.  Under such conditions, 652 contingency cases on the 

modified IEEE-14 bus system were generated for analysis. 

 In order to calculate performance indices, several design constants had to be set in the 

performance index equations.  The exponential constants were set to be 1/2 and 1/2 in order to 

ensure a linear comparison of index terms and preserve consistency with the analysis methodologies 

performed thus far.  Further, setting ∆| | 0.1 was assumed since WECC reliability standards limit 

post transient bus voltage variations to 10% for N-2 contingencies, and permissible threshold limits are 

not specified for contingencies higher than the N-2 case [6].  The values from each line are just the 

assumed MVA capacities of each line in the IEEE-14 bus system.  Design constants for the centrality 
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performance index were set to give equal weight to the generator outage and two line outages.  Since the 

lowest generator centrality value occurred at bus 8, we let  equal the centrality value at bus 8. The 

value of  was set to be the maximum edge betweeness centrality impact value for two lines taken 

simultaneously.   

Performing ACPFs on all 652 contingency cases resulted in seven cases where the ACPF 

diverged.  Since no power flow solution exists on a divergent case, indicating a possible voltage collapse 

scenario, it is standard to assign divergent power flow cases the highest ranking of all contingencies [7].  

However, the lack of a power flow solution means a performance index cannot be directly calculated.  In 

order to preserve the ranking importance of divergent power flow cases, the performance index for the 

seven divergent cases was set to be 10% higher than the largest performance index value for all 645 of the 

convergent indices.  Histograms showing the distribution of ACPF and centrality performance indices are 

shown in figure 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.4:  Distribution of ACPF (Left) and Centrality (Right) Performance Index Values for N-3 
Contingency Cases (1 Generator Outage, 2 Line Outages) on the Modified IEEE-14 Bus System               
 

 From the histograms in figure 5.4, it is noticed that for both centrality and ACPF performance 

indices the distribution of performance indices is normal.  Therefore, we can utilize parametric statistical 
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analysis techniques when relating the two performance indices [8].  In order to assess whether the top 

contingencies identified by the centrality performance index are actually more critical than N-3 

contingencies selected at random, we test the following null hypothesis: 

 

H0:  The top 5% of contingencies identified by the centrality performance index have a mean ACPF 

performance index that is indistinct from the mean ACPF performance index for all N-3 contingencies 

studied.     

 

As an intermediary process in determining whether or not the null hypothesis can be rejected, the 

top 5% of contingencies identified through the centrality performance index must be matched to the 

corresponding ACPF performance index.  While the top 5% of contingencies totals 33 cases, the first 15 

cases are presented in table 5.7 for reference to give an indication of the data sets being compared. 

  
Table 5.7:  Summary of Centrality and ACPF Performance Indices for the Modified IEEE-14 Bus System 

Centrality PI 
Rank 

ACPF PI 
Rank 

Gen Bus 
Outage 

Branch 1 
Out 

Branch 2 
Out 

Centrality 
PI 

ACPF 
PI 

1 122 8 5 – 6 7 – 9 2.00 28.36 
2 340 8 5 – 6 9 – 10 1.92 21.89 
3 83 3 5 – 6 7 – 9 1.87 31.31 
4 114 8 4 – 7 5 – 6 1.84 28.68 
5 133 2 5 – 6 7 – 9 1.82 27.84 
6 245 8 5 – 6 10 – 11 1.79 24.11 
7 478 3 5 – 6 9 – 10 1.79 19.26 
8 610 2 5 – 6 9 – 10 1.74 16.05 
9 1** 6 5 – 6 7 – 9 1.73 62.61* 

10 39 8 4 – 7 6 – 11 1.71 36.88 
11 206 3 4 – 7 5 – 6 1.71 25.56 
12 390 3 5 – 6 10 – 11 1.67 21.01 
13 327 2 4 – 7 5 – 6 1.66 22.11 
14 65 8 4 – 7 10 – 11 1.66 33.00 
15 1** 6 5 – 6 9 – 10 1.64 62.61* 

*   Power flow diverged, ACPF PI set to 10% higher than the largest convergent ACPF PI 
** All cases where the power flow diverged share a #1 rank 
 

 Since the data set is suited to parametric statistical techniques, we utilize a T-test [9] to test the 

null hypothesis.  Basically, the mean ACPF performance index is calculated for the top 5% of N-3 
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contingencies identified by the centrality performance index, and the mean is compared to the mean 

ACPF performance index of all N-3 contingencies.  The T-test will give an indication on whether the two 

means are distinct, and provide a statistical basis for assessing the difference between means if the means 

are indistinct.  The T-test results for the N-3 contingencies performed on the modified IEEE-14 bus 

system are presented in table 5.8.  

 

Table 5.8:  Statistical Comparison of Highly Ranked Centrality PI Contingencies with the ACPF PI  

 Sample 
Size 

Sample 
Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error on 

Mean 
ACPF Performance Index for All Cases 652 24.08 7.95 0.31 
ACPF Performance Index for the Top 5% of 
Contingencies Ranked by the Centrality Performance 
Index 

33 30.60 13.0 2.3 

Estimate for Difference Between Means 6.52 
95% Confidence Interval for Difference Between Means 1.88  to  11.16 
T-Test for Equal Means vs. Different Means T-Value 2.86 
 P-Value 0.007 
 

 

From the results in table 5.8, evidence is presented in support of a conclusion to reject the null 

hypothesis.  The threshold for concluding means to be distinct is commonly drawn for a p-value less than 

0.05 [10], and since the p-value in this study was 0.007, there is a relatively high confidence that the 

centrality performance index identifies contingencies ranked highly by the ACPF performance index.  

Additionally, a rudimentary comparison of means for this scenario indicates that the top 5% of 

contingencies identified by the centrality performance index have approximately a 27% higher expected 

ACPF performance index than if contingency targets were selected random.   It is also important to note 

that future studies will be needed to provide validation of the centrality performance index for larger 

systems. 
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5.7  RTDS Simulation of an N-3 Attack Scenario 

 While comparisons of the ACPF performance index and centrality performance index within 

MATLAB allow for a rapid screening and statistical comparison of ranking methodologies, the utility of 

the graph theory measures with respect to attack modeling necessitates validation within a test bed 

environment.  Therefore, the modified IEEE-14 bus system was simulated and analyzed within a power 

system Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) that is designed to study electromagnetic transient 

phenomena in real-time [11].  However, since the analytical framework of this research has focused on 

steady state analyses the dynamic modeling features will not be fully utilized.  Rather, the chief purpose 

of this section is to provide some foundational basis from which a graph theory based contingency 

ranking measure can be applied to modeling a coordinated attack on an actual power system.  It is 

expected that the ACPF performance index calculated from the Newton-Raphson solution is similar to the 

same performance index calculated directly from actual system measurements of the RTDS model at 

steady state.  Since RTDS uses more detailed models of transmission lines, transformers, generators, and 

loads (in addition to real-time simulator output based on electromagnetic numerical equations), 

discrepancies do exist.  Steady state measurements of the IEEE-14 bus system are therefore likely to 

match the ACPF results only roughly, not exactly.  However, if the highly ranked contingencies based on 

the centrality performance index have similar ACPF and measured performance index quantities, we can 

translate an attack scenario planned from a centrality based contingency analysis to a real power system.   

 The pre-contingency case for the modified IEEE-14 bus system was modeled using the RSCAD 

software that interfaces with the RTDS hardware.  The draft layout shown in figure 5.5 uses default 

transmission line, transformer, dynamic load, and source models with specified component characteristics 

as given in the bus and branch data for the modified IEEE-14 bus system.  Since RTDS models can 

include actual hardware in the loop, the system-wide effects of compromising an actual cyber asset in the 

power system can be observed in a test bed environment.  However, given the foundational nature of this 

research, actual cyber attacks were not performed on the modified IEEE-14 bus system.  Performing an 

actual cyber attack on a power system is intended to be encompassed in future work.  Only the physical 
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consequences of a coordinated cyber attack are simulated here by removing generator and branch 

components from the model, as could result from a coordinated attack plan based on the centrality 

performance index.   

 

Figure 5.5:  Schematic Diagram Generated in RSCAD of the Modified IEEE-14 Bus System Modeled in 
RTDS 
 

For the purposes of this simulation, we assume that a cyber attacker is able to exploit some 

vulnerability in a power system cyber asset resulting in an N-3 contingency on the modified IEEE-14 bus 

system.  The top five N-3 contingencies identified by the centrality performance index measure 

(presented in table 5.7) are carried out in RTDS, and the ACPF performance index is calculated directly 

from the RTDS measurements to assess the physical consequences of the cyber attack scenario.  In table 

5.9, RTDS measured performance index results are compared to the power flow results calculated in 

MATPOWER for the top five contingencies ranked by the centrality performance index.  From table 5.9 
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we can see that the impact of an N-3 contingency modeled in the test bed is similar to what was expected 

from the power flow solution, as the difference between models does not exceed 7%.   

 
Table 5.9:  ACPF Performance Index Results Calculated Directly from RTDS Measurements Compared 
to the Corresponding Values Calculated in MATPOWER   

Gen Bus 
Outage 

Branch 1 
Out 

Branch 2 
Out 

ACPF PI 
(RTDS) 

ACPF PI 
(MATPOWER) 

% 
Difference 

8 5 – 6 7 – 9 30.11 28.36 6.2% 
8 5 – 6 9 – 10 23.24 21.89 6.2% 
3 5 – 6 7 – 9 33.24 31.31 6.2% 
8 4 – 7 5 – 6 30.02 28.68 4.7% 
2 5 – 6 7 – 9 29.71 27.84 6.7% 

 
  

Disparities between performance indices are likely due to fundamental differences between the 

Newton-Raphson power flow solution and the dynamic RTDS model.  The values obtained from RTDS 

were obtained by measuring the power system after the transient conditions settled to some steady state 

condition.  However, the component models in RTDS are considerably more complex than the common 

data format input used in a MATPOWER power flow solution.  The detailed component properties taken 

into account in the RTDS model are approximated by a more simplistic equivalent impedance for the 

Newton-Raphson power flow model.  However, the performance index disparities are subtle enough that 

we can assume attacks planned from a centrality based vulnerability assessment do, in fact, reflect the 

consequences observed in an actual power system.  Accordingly, the statistical comparisons made 

throughout this research provide a basis for assessing the relative observed performance impact a 

coordinated attack planned by centrality measures can achieve on an actual power system.  

 

5.8  Defensive Strategies 

 Given an understanding of the performance impact of highly ranked contingencies identified by 

centrality measures, a subsequent question is raised concerning how to prevent a coordinated attack from 

fully materializing.  In section 2.5, conventional information security tools were discussed.  Of particular 

note here is the concept of a signature based intrusion detection systems.  Now that it is assumed that 
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cyber security defenses fail, we are interested in how the physical consequences of a coordinated cyber 

attack can be monitored to determine the likelihood of an unfolding attack.  Since computation of the 

centrality performance index is independent of specific power system operating states, it is possible to 

identify in advance those branches and generators that are systemically critical to system reliability from a 

topology standpoint.  Furthermore, by monitoring information being collected by the topology processor 

in a power system operations center, a centrality performance index application can rapidly determine the 

topological severity of additional contingencies.  So if a certain contingency develops in a power system, 

a blocking scheme could either prevent relay operation or protection element setting changes at other 

locations within the power system that would appear critical in the event a contingency is the result of a 

cyber attack rather than some naturally occurring event.     

One of the basic objectives of power system protection schemes involves that of selectivity, or 

ensuring relays only operate within a specified timeframe within their zones of protection [12].  Since 

contingencies occurring in a power system are infrequent, the likelihood of multiple contingencies 

occurring simultaneously in different protection zones would be rare.  It would be even more unlikely for 

multiple systemically critical branches or generators to be removed from the power system 

simultaneously.  As an example of how centrality performance indices may be developed to look for 

physical attack signatures, we examine the top ranked N-3 contingency from table 5.7 and simulate within 

RTDS performance index improvements resulting from preventing the full N-3 contingency from 

materializing.  Shown in figure 5.6 is the modified IEEE-14 bus system one-line.  The components 

included in the top ranked N-3 contingency involving the loss of branches 5-6 and 7-9 in addition to an 

outage of the generator on bus 8 are highlighted in red for emphasis. 
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Figure 5.6:  Modified IEEE-14 Bus System with Components Highlighted in Red Indicating the Highest 
Ranked N-3 Contingency 
 

 In figure 5.6, we can see that the bus 8 generator and the branch 7-9 are only separated by a single 

bus.  Therefore, backup protection schemes would likely place the two components within one another’s 

backup overreach area of protection, and we may risk preventing a legitimate protection action by 

blocking protection of generation on bus 8 if line 7-9 is lost.  However, we would not expect contingency 

conditions and protection decisions involving branch 5-6 and branch 7-9 or bus 8 to be related since there 

are intermediary components that would be expected to have more directly associated protective 

relationships and contingencies only have a limited geographical effect [13].  In table 5.10 the results of 

the RTDS N-1 and N-2 contingencies involving generator 8 and branches 5-6 and 7-9 are shown.  Results 

in this table show adverse impact avoided in terms of performance index savings if a blocking action 

taken after the N-1 or N-2 case prevents the N-3 contingency from materializing.  It is important to note 

that a blocking action assumes the N-3 attack results in sequential outages.  If all three outages occur 

simultaneously, the time period between outages needed for reactionary blocking would not exist. 
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Table 5.10:  Performance Index Calculated from RTDS Measurements for Contingencies Involving 
Generation on Bus 8, and Branches 5-6 and 7-9 

X Gen Bus 
Outage 

Branch 1 
Out 

Branch 2 
Out 

ACPF PI 
(RTDS) 

% PI Difference from N-3 
Case 

1 8 ----- ----- 24.42 -18.89% 
1 ----- 5 – 6 ----- 16.18 -46.26% 
1 ----- ----- 7 – 9 27.07 -10.10% 
2 8 5 – 6 ----- 23.35 -22.46% 
2 8 ----- 7 – 9 29.31 -2.67% 
2 ----- 5 – 6 7 – 9 27.79 -7.71% 
 
 

From table 5.4, we can see that most of the performance index impact is realized subsequent to 

the loss of a single component, which cannot be prevented from a physical signature security assessment 

without risking blocking legitimate N-1 protection actions.  However, some performance improvements 

can still be achieved by preventing the N-3 and N-2 cases from materializing.  Based on the geographical 

proximity argument, assessment of the physical attack signature would lead to blocking not only the N-3 

contingency, but the N-2 contingencies involving generation on bus 8 and branch 5-6, as well as the case 

of simultaneous outages of branches 5-6 and 7-9.  If an attacker targeting generation on bus 8, branch 5-6, 

and branch 7-9 inflicts a contingency on branch 5-6 first, the performance index of the attack could be 

limited to approximately 54% of the N-3 based on geographical proximity blocking.  However, other 

scenarios permitting geographical blocking would limit the performance index savings to less than 20% 

depending on the sequence of attack events, with negligible savings achieved if blocking a malicious trip 

of branch 5-6 were to occur after attacks resulting in the outage of branch 7-9 and generation at bus 8. 

 While the potential for geographical proximity blocking of protection actions would require 

significantly more study to determine if the preventive action yields a net benefit to power system 

security, the purpose of this discussion is principally to highlight how centrality performance indices may 

be used in interdicting an unfolding cyber attack in the event information security measures fail.  By 

modeling how an attacker may target assets for a coordinated attack and the resulting power system 

performance impact, we can begin to understand attack models and the benefits of potential responses.  

Yet if the tradeoffs associated in merging cyber security defensive measures with power system control 
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and protection decisions present too great a risk in reacting to false positives, centrality measures could be 

limited to a risk assessment index that offers operators an assessment of the degree to which a 

contingency situation aligns with a coordinated attack signature profile based on topological 

vulnerabilities.    

 

5.9 Summary 

In this chapter, novel algorithms were proposed for generalizing the closeness and edge 

betweeness centrality measures to cases involving N-X contingencies.  Statistical comparisons with an N-

X DC power flow sensitivity measure for assessing loss of bus injection indicated a close relationship 

with the developed closeness centrality N-X algorithm.  However, the edge betweeness centrality N-X 

algorithm was only weakly related to the respective DC power flow based measure for assessing multiple 

line outages.  It is therefore concluded that the proposed closeness centrality impact factor method for 

identifying high impact bus injection outages is the most promising topology based vulnerability 

assessment tool for assessing the physical vulnerability of a power system to a coordinated attack based 

on limited information.  This chapter also proposed a unified centrality performance index, and statistical 

evidence was provided in support of the centrality performance index to select N-X contingencies that are 

expected to have a higher adverse impact compared to contingencies selected at random.  However, the 

results also indicate limitations in the ability of centrality based indices to capture top contingencies.  

Furthermore, additional studies involving large system simulations and variable operating conditions are 

needed to more definitively ascertain the utility of the centrality performance index.  In order to lay some 

foundational groundwork for the application of centrality performance index measures to modeling a 

coordinated attack on an actual power system, a modified IEEE-14 bus system was built in RTDS for use 

in attack scenario modeling.  Using RTDS, the performance impact of highly ranked contingencies 

identified by the centrality performance index was confirmed using simulator measurements.  

Additionally, the adverse impact avoided based on performance index savings associated with blocking a 

coordinated cyber attack from fully materializing were studied in brief.  It was then postulated that graph 
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theory can assist in thwarting cyber attacks by assessing changes in the topology state of a power system 

for physical attack signatures that have the potential for leading to a high impact contingency.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 The integration of cyber assets into the modern electric grid has exposed associated control, 

communication, and monitoring systems to cyber threats.  One of the most concerning cyber threats is the 

potential for a coordinated cyber attack.  A study of coordinated cyber attack scenarios is important for 

understanding the threat to the electric power industry, so that appropriate countermeasures can be 

developed.  This chapter summarizes the research presented in this thesis to develop an attack model of a 

coordinated cyber attack.  Of particular interest is conceiving how an attacker in possession of limited 

system information could select targets to attack.  In order to develop intrusion detection and response 

applications, potential future research activities building upon the work presented in this thesis are also 

suggested in this chapter.    

 

6.2 Research Conclusions 

 The objective of this thesis is to contribute toward developing tools that enable identification of a 

coordinated cyber attack.  To this end, attack models were explored to conceive of how the physical 

vulnerability of a power system may be assessed by attackers using readily available but limited topology 

information.  With such an attack model, an understanding of how attackers may perform a power system 

vulnerability assessment is advanced.  Since understanding a threat is a necessary precursor to developing 

defensive countermeasures, the conclusions of this research assist in enhancing power system security in 

the presence of the threat of a coordinated cyber attack.  The following list contains the conclusions 

drawn by this research in support of the original thesis objectives:   

1. A conceptual review of issues related to cyber security for power systems was performed, and 

principles of warfare were applied to power system cyber security.  Through this framework, it 
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was concluded that cyber attackers would likely plan a cyber attack based on limited information.  

Graph theory was proposed as a potential tool to model coordinated attacks based on a limited 

information vulnerability assessment. 

2.  In order to establish a baseline for comparing graph theory based vulnerability assessment tools, 

the DC power flow based line outage impact factor and bus injection impact factor were proposed 

for analyzing N-1 and N-X contingencies.  Additionally, the AC power flow based performance 

index was presented as another baseline metric for ranking the reliability impact of a contingency 

on an electric grid.   

3. Correlation and Wilcoxon signed rank statistical tests were performed between centrality 

measures and DC power flow baseline metrics for N-1 contingencies.  With correlation 

coefficients of approximately 0.6, it was concluded that the closeness centrality and edge 

betweeness centrality measures were the strongest candidates for ranking the sensitivity of a 

power system to bus injection and branch outages.  No evidence was found in support of the 

degree, eigenvector, and vertex betweeness centrality measures as effective contingency ranking 

tools.  

4. An N-X centrality based performance index was proposed.  This centrality based performance 

index utilized the closeness and edge betweeness centrality measures in a comprehensive 

algorithm to rank multiple bus and branch outages.  Simulations performed indicated the expected 

reliability impact (established by the AC power flow performance index) of an N-3 coordinated 

attack on a modified IEEE 14 bus test system was 27% higher if targets were selected amongst 

the top 5% of contingencies ranked by the centrality performance index than if targets were 

selected at random.  
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6.3 Specific Contributions 

 The following contributions towards advancing research in cyber-physical security for the electric 

power grid were made in this thesis: 

1. A critical analysis of coordinated cyber attacks on the electric grid was advanced by framing the 

threat through established principles of warfare. 

2. Progress concerning the suitability of graph theory based power system vulnerability assessments 

was made through the development of centrality tools to rank the impact of cyber attacks 

resulting in various N-1 and N-X physical outage scenarios. 

3. The presented DC and AC power flow based contingency ranking frameworks contributed toward 

creation of a method to validate proposed topology vulnerability assessment tools.  

4. Development of metrics to analyze vulnerability assessment results was advanced through the 

establishment of statistical methodologies.    

5. An assessment of the benefits of early detection of a coordinated cyber attack was established 

with a preliminary analysis of performance impact savings achieved by possible corrective 

actions. 

 

6.4  Future Work 

In the future electric power grid, communication and data delivery systems will be more flexible 

and sophisticated to meet the needs of control centers, distributed applications, and sensors collecting 

increasing amounts of data [1].  A data delivery framework like GridStat will enable information from 

sensors throughout the power system to be published to individual applications at a specific quality of 

service [2].  With a flexible demand based data delivery architecture such as GridStat, a centrality based 

topological vulnerability analysis application requiring more data at the time of an outage is possible.  In 

the event the information security systems of an electric grid communication system are compromised or 

fail, an analysis of the physical signature of coordinated cyber attacks may still allow for detection of an 

ongoing cyber attack.  To be useful, detection of a coordinated attack signature must occur in time for 
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security response provisions to prevent a coordinated attack from fully succeeding.  To realize such a 

goal, cyber security systems within a control center will be required to analyze data acquired throughout 

the electric grid and to look for signatures or patterns of an ongoing contingency scenario that appear 

unlikely to occur naturally.  Since a successful cyber attack may corrupt the system state data being sent 

to the control system, the physical security of a power system will need to be assessed by multiple 

applications.  A cyber attack detection system may then determine the likelihood that an emerging 

contingency situation is the result of a coordinated attack or the result of alternate causes.  If a 

contingency event has a high enough likelihood of resulting from a coordinated attack, an intrusion 

response system can assume appropriate defensive measures.  This process is shown graphically in figure 

6.1 and includes a centrality based vulnerability analysis application that could fit into the security 

architecture of the future cyber-physical power grid. 

 

Figure 6.1:  Role of Centrality Applications in Electric Grid Operations 
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To support such a centrality application within the security architecture of the power grid, the 

research performed in this thesis serves as a foundational exploration of how the power system topology 

data can be assessed to draw conclusions concerning power system vulnerability to bus and branch 

outages.  Future research activities will be directed toward validating whether the statistical conclusions 

of the centrality based performance index can be scaled to multiple larger systems across a broad set of 

operating conditions.  Additional modifications of the centrality performance index will likely be required 

to improve statistical agreement with the AC power flow based contingency ranking tool.  Other topology 

characteristics, such as the capacity of various substations and generators, may also be incorporated into 

the centrality performance index to weight various bus component ranking coefficients.  Alternate 

approaches to vulnerability analysis utilizing limited information should also be investigated for potential 

to yield results of greater significance.  Finally, an application utilizing data published by a power system 

topology processor should be developed.  Such an application will output a status variable indicating the 

topology security state of the electric grid to be utilized in higher level system security applications.  

   

6.4 Summary 

 A centrality based performance index for electric power grids is developed in this thesis.  Such a 

graph theory based performance index enables a reliability impact assessment of higher order 

contingencies using limited topology information.  Within this chapter, conclusions and fundamental 

contributions of research activities performed in support of the thesis objectives are outlined.  

Additionally, directions of future research work needed to improve the centrality performance index are 

suggested.  It is further proposed that research activities be taken to develop a topology security 

assessment application capable of integrating into a future cyber security intrusion detection and response 

system.   
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APPENDIX A 

MODIFIED IEEE-14 BUS SYSTEM CASE DATA 

 

 

 

BUS DATA 

 

Bus 
No. 

Bus 
Type 

Final Voltage 
(per unit) 

Final Angle 
(degrees) 

Load 
(MW) 

Load 
(MVAR) 

Gen 
(MW) 

Gen 
(MVAR) 

Shunt G 
(per unit) 

Shunt  B 
(per unit) 

1 3 1.060 0.0 0.0 0.0 40.9 22.0 0.0 0.0 

2 2 1.045 -0.570 21.7 12.7 55.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 

3 2 1.010 -3.148 94.2 19.0 55.0 -2.6 0.0 0.0 

4 0 1.032 -2.248 47.8 -3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 0 1.034 -1.623 7.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 2 1.070 -0.903 11.2 7.5 55.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 

7 0 1.064 -0.446 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 2 1.090 4.339 0.0 0.0 55.0 17.5 0.0 0.0 

9 0 1.059 -2.575 29.5 16.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19 

10 0 1.053 -2.568 9.0 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

11 0 1.058 -1.876 3.5 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

12 0 1.056 -1.822 6.1 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

13 0 1.051 -1.974 13.5 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

14 0 1.037 -3.313 14.9 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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BRANCH DATA 

 

From 
Bus 

To 
Bus 

Resistance 
(per unit) 

Reactance 
(per unit) 

Line Charging B 
(per unit) 

Line Rating 
(MVA) 

Transformer 
Turns Ratio 

1 2 0.01938 0.05917 0.0528 40 0.0 

1 5 0.05403 0.22304 0.0492 23 0.0 

2 3 0.04699 0.19797 0.0438 39 0.0 

2 4 0.05811 0.17632 0.034 25 0.0 

2 5 0.05695 0.17388 0.0346 17 0.0 

3 4 0.06701 0.17103 0.0128 21 0.0 

4 5 0.01335 0.04211 0.0 36 0.0 

4 7 0.0 0.20912 0.0 24 0.978 

4 9 0.0 0.55618 0.0 3 0.969 

5 6 0.0 0.25202 0.0 25 0.932 

6 11 0.09498 0.1989 0.0 15 0.0 

6 12 0.12291 0.25581 0.0 12 0.0 

6 13 0.06615 0.13027 0.0 28 0.0 

7 8 0.0 0.17615 0.0 76 0.0 

7 9 0.0 0.11001 0.0 52 0.0 

9 10 0.03181 0.0845 0.0 9 0.0 

9 14 0.12711 0.27038 0.0 13 0.0 

10 11 0.08205 0.19207 0.0 10 0.0 

12 13 0.22092 0.19988 0.0 3 0.0 

13 14 0.17093 0.34802 0.0 11 0.0 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS USED 

 

 

 The following list serves to provide record of the software applications used for specific purposes 

throughout the course of this research: 

1. MATLAB, version R2010a, developed by The MathWorks.  Served as the primary programming 

environment from which graph theory and power flow contingency analysis code was written.  

The MATPOWER and MATLAB_BGL open source m-file libraries were used extensively 

within the code written to execute the simulations described within this thesis. 

2. RSCAD, version 2.0.23, developed by RTDS Technologies.  Use described in detail in sections 

5.7 and 5.8.  Was used to generate data for performance index calculations under simulated 

outages in the modified IEEE-14 bus system. 

3. PSSE, version 32.0.5, developed by Siemens Energy Inc.  Software was utilized to validate code 

written in MATLAB to determine branch flows and bus voltages resulting from various N-X 

contingencies. 

4. Minitab, version 16.1.1, developed by Minitab Inc.  Minitab was the primary statistical analysis 

software utilized to perform Wilcoxon signed rank tests and T-test on data sets.    




